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Abstract
Today, we increasingly rely upon Internet services and applications to automate many
daily activities. As of 2019, for example, 118 million people enjoy watching Netflix in
their free time, 150 million people find places to stay while they are traveling through
AirBnB, and 75 million people rely on Uber to find a car to move around. For data
locality, low latency, and availability, many applications utilize diverse cloud resources
e.g., storage, network, and compute, in multiple geo-distributed data centers (DCs) of
public cloud providers such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. In addition, applications
can exploit greater cloud resource options if they consider using these cloud providers’
DCs together.
Most cloud providers offer heterogeneous cloud resources e.g., memory, SSD, disk,
and archival storage for cloud storage, that allow applications to choose a resource based
on requirements and demands. Exploiting such heterogeneous resources, however, brings
significant complexities to applications because each cloud resource option has different
interfaces, data models, pricing policies, and geographical locations. The heterogeneities
of cloud resources allow applications to trade off among different metrics, e.g., latency,
availability, monetary cost and so on.
To maximize the benefits of heterogeneous cloud resources, applications must answer
the question: “what is the best cloud resource configuration (which data centers and
which cloud resources) to use to achieve our goals with minimized monetary cost?”.
Answering this question, however, is challenging because answers are different for each
application based on their goals, e.g., SLA (performance), cost budget, consistency
model, degree of fault tolerance and so on. Adding to the challenges, dynamics from a
multi-cloud environment e.g., network outages and bandwidth/latency fluctuation, and
from applications e.g., users’ locations, demand, and data access patterns, make it near
impossible to determine the best cloud resource configuration statically.
This thesis presents answers to these questions—how to exploit heterogeneous cloud
resources easily, how to determine optimal cloud resource configurations, and how to
handle dynamics—thereby addressing the challenges in a multi-cloud environment by
building three novel and usable systems: a policy-driven geo-distributed cloud storage
iii
system called Wiera, an automated multi-tiered geo-distributed data placement system
called TripS, and a network cost-aware geo-distributed data analytics system called
Kimchi.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today, we increasingly rely upon Internet services and applications to automate many
daily activities. As of 2019, for example, 118 million people enjoy watching Netflix in
their free time, 150 million people find places to stay while they are traveling through
AirBnB, and 75 million people rely on Uber to find a car to move around. Many of
these applications are interactive and their users are distributed geographically around
the globe. Providing reduced user-perceived latency and higher service availability in-
dependent of user location is critical for these applications as failure to do so affects the
revenue of service providers significantly.
To satisfy users, many applications utilize diverse cloud resources e.g., storage, net-
work, and compute, in geo-distributed data centers (DCs) of public cloud providers such
as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google, Amazon has DCs in 21 regions1 [1], Microsoft has
DCs in 54 regions [2], and Google has DCs in 20 regions [3] as of June 2019. This mode
of deployment allows applications to not only reduce user-perceived latency by putting
data and compute resource close to users but also to provide higher data availability
and better fault tolerance by having redundant data on multiple DCs.
In addition to DC location options, most cloud providers offer heterogeneous cloud
resource options with different characteristics and pricing policies that allow applica-
tions to choose which one based on needs. For storage services,2 as an example,
Amazon provides ElastiCache (a caching service protocol compliant with Memcached),
1 We use the term region to represent a specific location e.g., US West, US East, and Europe West.
2 In this thesis, we use the term storage tier and storage service interchangeably.
1
2S3 (Simple Storage Service), EBS (Elastic Block Store), and Glacier (data archival ser-
vice), which vary in their I/O latency, availability, durability, and cost. For networks
between DCs (WAN), as another example, Amazon provides heterogeneous bandwidth
capacities, latencies, and data transfer costs based on DC locations. In addition, Ama-
zon provides a dedicated network connection service (Direct Connect) that increases
bandwidth throughput with additional cost. Thus, it is common to see applications
seeking to obtain composite benefits from heterogeneous cloud resources, e.g., for mul-
tiple storage tiers within a DC, putting hot data in memory using ElastiCache for better
performance and cold data in S3 for higher durability and reduced cost but with much
worse performance. That is, these heterogeneous cloud resources across multiple DCs
provide applications with a further possibility of selecting one or more cloud resources
that meet their goals, e.g., SLA (performance), cost budget, consistency model, degree
of fault tolerance and so on.
In fact, applications can exploit even denser DC locations and greater cloud resource
options if they consider using different cloud providers’ DCs, i.e., applications can use
multi-cloud resources of Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and so on together. Exploiting such
diversity both within and across cloud providers can yield a greater cost-performance
tradeoff space and therefore greater benefits [4]. Thus, it seems clear that applications
will try to exploit diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources in a multi-cloud environ-
ment more and more. Many recent articles [5, 6, 7] show that this will be “true” soon,
e.g., Gartner says that “a multi-cloud strategy will become the common strategy for
70% of enterprises by 2019, up from less than 10% today.”[5]. We first discuss the
opportunities that applications can realize from an evolving multi-cloud environment.
1.1 Opportunities in a Multi-cloud Environment
1.1.1 Increasing Data Locality
The geo-distributed nature of DCs implies that Internet service providers can exploit
multiple DCs in different regions to provide reduced perceived latency to their geo-
distributed users. For example, latency-sensitive services such as Netflix, Uber, and
Airbnb utilize cloud resources in Amazon’s DCs instead of having their own DCs to
serve their globally distributed users. In a multi-cloud environment, those applications
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Figure 1.2: Disk seek time of VMs on each region.
can utilize Microsoft’s DC in San Antonio (US South Central region) where Amazon
does not have a DC, to provide even better data locality to users in that region.
1.1.2 Wider Locality Envelope
Along with the growing geo-distribution of DCs, however, another trend is the increasing
density of DCs within a region. According to datacentermap.com [8], there were 171
DCs as of Sep 2014 and 232 as of June 2019 within the US West (California) region alone.
This implies that multiple DCs of each cloud provider are co-located in the same region,
e.g., both Amazon and Microsoft have DCs in California (US West), Virginia (US East),
Ireland (Europe West), Singapore (Asia Southeast), Tokyo (Asia East), Mumbai (Asia
South), and Sao Paulo (South America). The higher density of DCs within a region
coupled with multiple-tiered storage provides a wider locality envelope for applications.
The conventional wisdom is that co-location of computation and storage within the
same DC is key to application performance, since applications running within a DC are
4Table 1.1: Latency (ms) between DCs across different cloud
providers
Region
Latency (ms)
AWS Azure
US West (California)
AWS - 3.84
Azure 3.62 -
US East (Virginia)
AWS - 1.97
Azure 1.99 -
Europe West (Ireland)
AWS - 17.58
Azure 18.67 -
Asia Southeast (Singapore)
AWS - 1.84
Azure 1.98 -
often still limited to access local data. Given such a high density of DCs, the latency
between nearby DCs across cloud providers (those within the same region) can be very
small. Table 1.1 confirms that this is true: it shows that the latencies between DCs
within a region is very small (< 4 ms) for most regions, except the Ireland (Europe
West) region. Given a denser-DC environment with multi-tiered storage support and
low latency between DCs, applications may be able to find faster storage tiers from
nearby DCs compared to local DC’s. Figure 1.1 shows the elapsed time for clients
running in AWS and Azure on Virginia (US East) to retrieve 100KB of data from
different storage tiers on local and non-local DCs. The results show that clients can
retrieve data in a nearby DC’s memory 2.56 ∼ 3.94 times faster than the local DC’s disk
and 3.8 ∼ 5.34 times faster than the local DC’s archival storage. This result shows that
non-local data access from faster tiers can be more efficient than local access to slower
tiers. Interestingly, our results also show that clients may be able to retrieve data faster
even from the same storage tier on a nearby DC. E.g., clients running on Azure can
retrieve data in AWS disk storage 1.34 times faster than local Azure disk, while clients
running on AWS can retrieve data in Azure archival storage 1.23 times faster than local
AWS archival storage. Note that we see a similar pattern of results using other regions
and omit them for simplicity. Such performance differences may come from different
5implementations of disk (archival) storage services as Figure 1.2 shows the disk storage
tier performance (disk seek time) difference between AWS and Azure.
1.1.3 Opportunities
There are several possible opportunities that can be derived from using heterogeneous
cloud resources and denser DC locations in a multi-cloud environment.
• Simpler Consistency Policy: With wider locality envelopes, we can replicate data
to fewer DCs serving more clients across fewer replicas, thus reducing the overhead
of maintaining consistency across them.
• Hot and Cold Data: If recently accessed (“hot”) data is stored in fast memory in a
nearby DC based on client access, an application can retrieve data from nearby DC’s
memory for better performance. At the same time, “cold” data could be moved to a
cheaper storage tier in a nearby DC. Though accessing non-local DC’s faster storage
tiers may incur network cost, it may be desirable for latency-sensitive applications.
• Higher Availability: Each DC has independent failure domains so DC-level out-
ages can be tolerated. Note, there might be correlated DC failures due to a natural
disaster e.g., hurricane as we consider nearby DCs (those within the same region).
However, 90% of DC failures happen independently without such correlation [9], thus
our approach is still feasible.
• Competitive Pricing: Each cloud provider offers a heterogeneous pricing policy for
cloud services so one may find similar performance at a lower cost from a tier in a
different cloud provider’s DC.
• Richer Cost-performance Tradeoff Space: Heterogeneous cloud resources’ pric-
ing policies and performance open up a richer cost-performance tradeoff space that
applications can explore in a multi-cloud environment.
1.2 Challenges in a Multi-cloud Environment
Exploiting such diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources in a multi-cloud environment
and maximizing the benefits from them are quite challenging due to several reasons.
6• Diverse Applications’ Goals: Each application has different goals and emphasizes
different factors e.g., consistency model, degree of fault tolerance, expected access
pattern, and users’ locations, and metrics of interest such as user-perceived latency,
cost budget and so on. This will create significant burdens for application developers
to specify and implement and program diverse policies in order to achieve desired
goals.
• Complexities of Heterogeneous Cloud Resources: Exploiting heterogeneous
cloud resources within in a single DC introduces significant complexities to the ap-
plication because each service has different interfaces, performance, and pricing poli-
cies. Exploiting heterogeneous cloud resources in multiple DCs across cloud providers
brings even more complexity as each cloud provider also has different interfaces and
pricing policies for their services.
• Optimal Configurations of Diverse and Heterogeneous Cloud Resources:
While having more cloud resource options can be beneficial for applications to achieve
desired goals by trading off among different metrics, e.g., latency and monetary cost,
numerous and heterogeneous cloud resources make it hard for applications to deter-
mine the right cloud configuration because there can be countless combinations of
cloud resources and DC locations in a multi-cloud environment. In addition, the fact
that the number of cloud resources and DCs in growing implies that it will be more
complex to find optimal configurations of cloud resources in the future.
• Dynamics: Most cloud providers do not guarantee consistent performance over time
as cloud resources are shared by multiple users and thus applications may see worse
performance than before from the cloud resources. In addition, applications may see
changes such as users’ locations, access patterns, and data popularity. Any of these
dynamics may hurt applications’ desired goals and thus static decisions or policies
may not be effective.
71.3 Summary of Research Contributions
This thesis addresses the challenges—complexity to exploit heterogeneous cloud re-
sources that have different characteristics, burdens for application developers to imple-
ment and program diverse policies that meet various applications’ goals, dynamics from
cloud infrastructure and applications, and complexity to determine the optimal solu-
tions for data and task placement—in a multi-cloud environment. The key contributions
of this thesis are:
• Allowing applications to exploit diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources easily by
providing ways such as a high level language and simple parameters, to specify their
desired goals, e.g., reduced cost, latency, consistency model, degree of fault tolerance,
minimized monetary cost and so on.
• Modeling data placement and task placement problems as constrained optimization
problems and solving them optimally using mixed integer programming (MIP) for
Internet applications and geo-distributed data analytics applications.
• Handling long and short-term dynamics from both the network and the application
with policy-driven, proactive, and heuristic approaches while achieving applications’
desired goals.
• Designing and building novel and usable systems that address challenges in a multi-
cloud environment: 1) Wiera: an integrated geo-distributed cloud storage system that
runs both within and across data-centers owned by different cloud providers [10], 2)
TripS: the first system that optimizes data placement with a consideration of both
DC locations and storage tiers [11], and 3) Kimchi: the first geo-distributed data
analytics (GDA) system that considers heterogeneous data transfer cost.
• Evaluating our systems empirically in the Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure clouds,
showing that 1) the use of multi-cloud resources can result in improved performance,
reduced cost, and desired consistency at lower overhead, 2) automated data and task
placement in a multi-cloud environment can help an application achieve desired goals
with minimized cost even in the presence of dynamics, and 3) heterogeneous data
transfer cost opens a greater cost-performance tradeoff space for GDA applications.
8We also explore the challenges and opportunities of GDA systems that determine
optimal task placement with a consideration of heterogeneous network and compute
resources in a multi-cloud environment as future work.
1.4 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a policy-driven
geo-distributed storage system that provides an easy way to specify data placement
policies exploiting heterogeneous storage services in a multi-cloud environment. Chapter
3 presents an automated multi-tiered data placement system that determines optimized
data placement exploiting both DC locations and heterogeneous storage services at
each DC in a multi-cloud environment. Chapter 4 presents a network cost-aware geo-
distributed data analytics system that exploits heterogeneous WAN resources to help
data analytics applications to meet cost-performance tradeoff preferences in a multi-
cloud environment. Finally, Chapter ?? concludes.
Chapter 2
Wiera: Policy-driven
Geo-distributed Storage System
2.1 Introduction
The use of multiple geo-distributed data centers (DCs) is commonly used to provide
Internet services and applications to users that are distributed geographically. This
mode of deployment not only reduces user-perceived latency by putting data close to
users but also provides higher data availability and better fault tolerance by replicating
data to multiple locations. Although this idea is simple, it introduces many complexities
for the owner of the application and/or the data: 1) the number and location of replicas
as a function of the desired consistency model, 2) degree of fault tolerance, 3) expected
access pattern, and 4) metrics of interest such as user-perceived latency, cost, and so
on. This is further complicated by the dynamics of the network environment, Internet
services, and applications. Thus, static decisions or policies may not be effective. For
example, application access pattern may vary over time with the storage system seeing
a write-intensive pattern at first as new data is created and stored, followed by a read-
intensive pattern as that data is retrieved. This pattern is common in many applications
running on data analytics frameworks [12, 13]. Similarly, the location of active users or
the demand for data may change over time based on changing popularity, trends and
user interests, especially for Internet services.
While some geo-distributed storage systems [14, 15, 16] have been proposed, they
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typically re-evaluate storage policies on very coarse time-scales such as hours-to-weeks
and make assumptions that may not always be true (e.g., SPANStore [15] assumes users
are static). This results in policies that may be inadequate in a wide-area multiple-tier
environment that spans different storage providers and in which time-scales of change
may be much shorter. Examples would include bursty demand due to flash crowds,
temporary network outages, and changes in application access pattern type (reads vs.
writes), all of which may occur at short time scales (seconds to minutes). Addition-
ally, these systems generally do not exploit the wide diversity of storage characteristics
available at different tiers of the cloud storage hierarchy both within and across data-
centers and different providers. Different cloud providers offer multiple cloud storage
services with different characteristics such as durability, performance, and cost across
their constituent data centers (DCs). Thus, exploiting such diversity both within and
across cloud storage providers can yield greater storage options and therefore greater
benefits as explained in Section 1.1.
To address these challenges and opportunities, we present a new geo-distributed
cloud storage system called Wiera (or Wide-area tIERA) that builds upon Tiera cloud
storage system [17]. Tiera provides storage instances that span the storage hierarchy
within a single data-center for a single cloud provider. Wiera exploits multiple storage
tiers on the wide-area across different data-centers, across different cloud providers, and
enables policies that can respond to dynamism at short time scales (seconds to minutes)
with Tiera. The client is shielded from the underlying complexity introduced by multiple
storage tiers across multiple DCs by a simple PUT/GET API and the encapsulation of
storage policies. Wiera supports global policies by leveraging the local policy framework
within each Tiera instance. A Wiera storage instance logically contains many Tiera
instances distributed across the wide-area. We present the design and implementation
of the Wiera system,1 show how a rich array of policies can be easily expressed in
Wiera, and evaluate its performance on a live multi-cloud system to show its potential.
The key contributions of this work are:
• The design and implementation of the Wiera system, an integrated geo-distributed
cloud storage system that runs both within and across data-centers owned by different
cloud providers.
1 https://github.com/dcsg-umn/wiera
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• Mechanisms for easily specifying a rich array of global storage policies across a geo-
distributed multi-tiered cloud storage environment including several common policies
from the literature.
• First-class support for handling network and application dynamics within the storage
policies to achieve user metrics (e.g., reduced cost, latency, and so on).
• Flexibility that allows unmodified applications to further reap benefits by replacing
data/storage policies externalized at run-time.
• An empirical evaluation of the Wiera prototype in the Amazon AWS and Microsoft
Azure clouds, showing that the use of non-local data-center storage tiers can result
in improved performance, reduced cost, and desired consistency at lower overhead.
2.2 System Model and Goals
In this section, we begin by describing our system model. We then present opportunities
in using multi-tiered storage in a multi-cloud environment, along with the key goals of
Wiera.
2.2.1 System Model
We consider a geo-distributed cloud environment consisting of multiple data centers
(DCs) located across different geographic regions, each supporting multiple storage tiers.
These DCs could belong to the same or different cloud providers. We next discuss the
key aspects of this system model.
Geo-Distributed Data Centers
There are many cloud service providers publicly available and most of them have multi-
ple data centers (DCs) geo-distributed around the world. For instance, as of Sep 2017,
Amazon has DCs in 16 regions (and numerous Edge locations) [1] and Microsoft has
DCs in 26 regions (and has announced plans for 8 additional regions) [2].
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Density of Data Centers within a Region
Along with the growing geo-distribution of DCs, however, another trend is the increasing
density of DCs within a region, e.g., 223 DCs in the California (US West region) alone as
of Sep 2017. This implies that multiple DCs of each cloud provider are co-located in the
same region. If we consider additional cloud providers such as Google and Rackspace,
even more DCs are available within the same region. Given such a high density of DCs,
the network latency between nearby DCs (those within the same region) can be very
small as shown in Table 1.1.
Multiple Storage Tiers within a Data Center
Most cloud service providers offer multiple storage tiers with different characteristics,
performance, durability, and cost for storage. For instance, Amazon provides Elas-
tiCache (a caching service protocol compliant with Memcached), EBS (Elastic Block
Store), S3 (Simple Storage Service), and Glacier (Data archival service) as different
cloud storage options. Other cloud providers also offer similar storage services. These
storage services generally optimize one metric trading off others. For instance, an ap-
plication can get better performance from ElastiCache but at a higher cost and lower
durability, compared to using S3. Thus, applications may need to use multiple storage
tiers for their composite benefits to achieve their desired goals.
Dynamics
Dynamics are common in a multi-cloud environment. They commonly occur due to
cloud infrastructures (network) e.g., network and data center failures and variations in
network and storage performance and/or workload changes, e.g., access patterns, users’
locations and data popularity. Any dynamics can hurt application’s goals and thus it
must be considered and handled for applications to achieve goals.
2.2.2 Goals of Wiera
Accessing multiple storage tiers within a DC introduces significant complexities to the
application because different tiers have different interfaces, different data models and
pricing policies. In addition, it can be burdensome to specify and program policies to
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manage data across the different storage tiers to realize the desired metric(s). Using
multiple DCs across cloud providers brings even more complexity as each cloud provider
has different pricing policies and interfaces for their storage services. To maximize the
benefits from multiple DCs, several challenges need to be overcome. By developing
Wiera, we intend to enable applications to achieve their desired goals in a geo-distributed
cloud environment with minimal effort.
The key goals of Wiera are:
• Supporting flexible storage policies: Each application has different goals and em-
phasize different factors. This will yield diverse policies that are complex to program.
Thus, it is important to help application developers manage diverse data placement
policies with minimal effort by providing an easy way to specify and apply policies.
• Exploiting multiple storage tiers across DCs: Each storage tier within a single
DC has a different interface and a price policy based on its characteristics. If appli-
cations wish to use multiple storage tiers on across DCs and cloud providers, they
can expect even more diverse storage interfaces, pricing policies, and performance
variation. Abstractions should hide such complexities and yet be expressive enough
to realize the benefits as shown in 1.1 and to capture user requirements.
• Handling dynamics at run-time: Many cloud storage services do not guarantee
consistent performance over time. And the users’ locations and their access patterns
may change. Any of these dynamics can lead to a violation of applications’ desired
goals. These dynamics should be handled quickly to enable an application to achieve
their desired goals in the presence of dynamics.
We show how Wiera helps applications achieve their desired goals in Section 2.5.
2.3 Wiera Overview
In order to handle data across multiple regions, we have designed Wiera to support
several key requirements: data replication and consistency across multiple locations,
load balancing, locality-awareness, and fault tolerance. In addition, Wiera has been
implemented with scalability in mind from the start as it needs to exploit multiple
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Figure 2.1: Wiera Architecture.
geo-distributed data centers and multiple storage tiers. In this section, we present an
overview of Wiera, describing the Wiera architecture and data model, and mechanisms
for defining global policies for managing data across multiple DCs.
2.3.1 Wiera Architecture
Figure 2.1 shows the Wiera architecture. Wiera builds on top of Tiera in a geo-
distributed setting: Wiera employs Tiera instances as local instances2 to exploit
multiple storage tiers of each DC. A Wiera instance logically consists of multiple lo-
cal instances running in multiple data centers.
Local Instance
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, it is common to see applications seeking to obtain com-
posite benefits from multiple cloud storage tiers to achieve their desired goals, e.g.,
putting hot data in memory for performance and cold data in object storage tier for
2 Throughout this thesis, we use local instance to refer to a Tiera instance to distinguish clearly
between Tiera and Wiera.
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Wiera LowLatencyInstance = { 
tiers: [{id: memory, size:1G, t_type: ElasticCache}, {id: disk, size: 10G, t_type: EBS}],
events: [{e_type: ActionPut ,
responses: [{r_type: Store, params: {to: memory}}]},
{e_type: Timer , condition: {period: 30 secs},
responses: [{r_type: Copy, params: {from: memory, condition: {dirty: true}, to: disk}}]}]}
Figure 2.2: LowLatency local instance.
reduced cost. However, accessing multiple storage tiers introduces significant complexi-
ties to the application because different tiers have different interfaces and different data
models. At the same time, it creates a burden to specify and program policies to man-
age data across the different storage tiers to realize the desired metric(s). For example,
popular open-source Internet applications e.g., WordPress [18] and Moodle [19], have
thousands of lines of code to exploit multiple storage tiers e.g., ElasticCache and EBS
(or S3), within a DC to provide low latency to users in a single region. To address these
problems, a local instance encapsulates multiple cloud storage tiers and enables easy
specification of a rich array of data storage policies to achieve desired tradeoffs. An
event-response mechanism is used to express policies and manage data both within and
across local instances. An event is the occurrence of some condition and a response is
the action executed on the occurrence of an event. For local policies, a local instance
supports different kinds of events such as timer, threshold, and action events (Get and
Put) and responses such as store, retrieve, copy, move, encrypt, compress, delete, and
grow to react to the events. For global policies, a local instance newly supports events
LatencyMonitoring, RequestsMonitoring, and ColdDataMonitoring and responses for-
ward, queue, and change consistency to support policies for handling dynamics in a
multi-cloud environment, e.g., access pattern changes as we will explain more in detail
in Section 2.3.3.
Figure 2.2 shows the local policy example that uses two storage tiers within a single
DC, ElasticCache for memory performance and EBS (S3) for data persistence. For
better performance, the instance will put data into memory first and then copy data back
into EBS for persistence (write-back policy) responsive to a timer event (30 seconds).
We will show how policies can be implemented and run on a local instance more in
detail in Section 2.4.
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Wiera Instance
While a local instance is responsible for managing data in multiple storage tiers within a
single DC, a Wiera instance manages the data placement and movement across multiple
local instances running on geo-distributed DCs using local instances event-response
mechanism. A Wiera instance simplifies the global data access for applications by hiding
the complexities of accessing multiple local instances. Wiera supports global policies
by leveraging the local policy framework within each local instance. Applications can
launch and manage local instances in multiple regions, and can enforce a global data
management policy between them through Wiera, as we will explain more fully in
Section 2.3.4.
Table 2.1: Wiera Instance Management API
API Arguments Function
startInstances wiera instance id, policy Launch instances
stopInstances wiera instance id Stop instances
getInstances wiera instance id Get instances list
Wiera Components
Wiera consists of the following main components:
• The Wiera User Interface (WUI) provides an API to applications to manage Wiera
instances (Table 2.1). The API allows applications to: launch multiple local instances
as part of a Wiera instance with a global policy specification, stop instances, and get
the list of currently running instances.
• Local Server Manager (LSM) manages local servers at different locations, which spawn
and remove local instances based on application requests. For instance, if the applica-
tion calls startInstances through WUI to start local instances at Region 1 and Region
2, LSM will direct the local servers in Region 1 and Region 2 to each spawn a new
local instance.
• Global Policy Manager (GPM) creates a new policy for a Wiera instance. It stores
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metadata for the policy and executes a local Instance Manager (LIM) to manage the
local instances which belong to the Wiera instance.
• Local Instance Manager (LIM) is executed for each policy and manages local instances
spawned by LSM.
We will explain how these components work together in more detail in Section 2.4.
Wiera also includes other components such as a network monitor, workload monitor,
and data placement manager. The network monitor aggregates latency information for
handling requests from each instance and latencies between instances. The workload
monitor aggregates workload related information such as users’ locations (number of
requests from each instance), access patterns, and object sizes. Generating a dynamic
global policy automatically based on this aggregated information could be done by a
data placement manager but is left as future work.
In the current Wiera architecture, Wiera utilizes a centralized coordinator (master)
for simplicity. However, failures may happen either due to Wiera component failures or
cloud infrastructure failures (DC-level [9] or service-level [20]). For high availability in
the face of failure, Wiera can utilize standard techniques and protocols including: fast
recovery, checkpointing, replication, distributed consensus, and multiple masters with
leader election as in many previous systems [21, 22, 23, 24]. In this chapter, we focus
on support for handling different policies and a more fault tolerant implementation is
left as future work.
Table 2.2: Wiera Object API
API Arguments Function
get string key Retrieve the latest version of object
getVer string key, integer version Retrieve specific version of object
getVerList string key Retrieve list of available version of object
put string key, binary object Store object
update
string key, binary object,
integer version
Update specific version of object
remove string key Remove all version of object
removeVer string key, integer version Remove specific version of object
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2.3.2 Data Model
Data in Wiera is stored as objects [25]. This model enforces an explicit separation of data
and metadata enabling unified access to data distributed among the different storage
services and DCs. While each object is immutable (i.e., cannot be modified), it can have
multiple versions to support replications and consistency control in weak consistency
model e.g., eventual consistency as a Wiera instance can replicate data across multiple
local instances in order to support low latency and fault tolerance. Thus, modification
of an existing object results in the creation of a new version of the object. Each object
can be accessed through a globally unique identifier that acts as the key to access the
corresponding value stored with Wiera API shown in Table 2.2. To support policy
specification, Wiera provides several common attributes or metadata for each object
such as: size, access frequency, dirty bit, modified time, location (i.e., which storage
tiers), version, and last access time.
2.3.3 Events and Responses for Global Policy
In a geo-distributed setting, clients may access data from different regions. The place-
ment and replication of data can have significant impact on the application’s latency
of access, load across different DCs, and consistency of data. Wiera provides a number
of new events and responses to support different policies to manage data across multi-
ple locations. Wiera adds three monitoring events: (1) LatencyMonitoring events that
occur when data access requests take longer than a specified latency threshold (and
thus, may violate an application’s latency requirement), (2) RequestsMonitoring events
that occur when a local instance gets more requests than other instances (and thus,
may be overloaded), and (3) ColdDataMonitoring events that occur when certain data
is not accessed more recently than a specified time threshold (and hence, is cold). To
react to these newly added events, Wiera also adds new responses: (1) forward that
forwards a request to another local instance (e.g., for load balancing), (2) queue that
enqueues a request for lazy update to other locations (e.g., to reduce on update traffic),
and (3) change consistency that changes the consistency model between local instances
at run-time to handle workload dynamics.
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2.3.4 Defining Wiera Policies
Given data model and events-responses mechanism discussed above, applications can
flexibly specify a number of global data management policies, including many that have
been proposed in the literature [14, 15, 16, 26].
In this section, we show how diverse policies can be easily specified and implemented
by providing examples written in a concise and expressive high-level policy language.
Note, while a large set of events and responses is built in Wiera, it is not complete to
support all different data placement policies. Applications can create own events and
responses based on needs and Wiera allows applications plug them in to Wiera easily
[27].
The application needs to specify the desired storage tiers and the regions where
instances will be running, storage tiers’ capacities, the set of events along with corre-
sponding responses for each instance. Note that all global policies in this section are
just examples to show how they can be easily specified. Applications can modify these
policies or create a new policy based on their requirements.
Note that instances running at different locations can have different local policy
specifications as well. In this chapter, however, we use the same specification everywhere
for simplicity, unless noted otherwise. Further, for simplicity, we show the specification
of put operations in our examples, and get operations also can be specified similarly.
Data Consistency Policy
Many recent Internet applications serve users around the world, thus data consistency
is one of the most important metrics to be considered. For example, popular database
systems, e.g., MySQL [28] and Cassandra [29] have thousands of lines of code for repli-
cating data into multiple DCs using various consistency models, i.e., synchronous (multi-
master) or asynchronous (eventual) replication in MySQL and quorum consistency in
Cassandra. We begin by showing how a desired data consistency model between local
instances can be easily specified in a Wiera Policy.
Figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b), 2.4, and 2.5 show four different consistency policies: Multi-
plePrimariesConsistency, PrimaryBackupConsistency, QuorumConsistency, and Even-
tualConsistency respectively.
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Wiera MultiPrimariesConsistency = { 
hosts: [{id: host_1, i_type:LowLatencyInstance, region: US-West, primary: true}, 
...
{id: host_N, i_type:LowLatencyInstance, region: EU-West}], 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut ,
responses: [{r_type: LockGlobalWrite , params: {key: obj.key}},
{r_type: Store , params: {to: local_instance.memory}},
{r_type: Broadcast , params: {to: all_hosts}},
{r_type: UnLockGlobalWrite , params: {key: obj.key}}]}]}
(a) Multiple Primaries consistency policy.
Wiera PrimaryBackupConsistency = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut , condition: {primary: true},
responses: [{r_type: Store , params: {to: memory}},
{r_type: Broadcast , params: {to: all_hosts}}]},
{e_type: ActionPut , condition: {primary: false},
responses: [{r_type: ForwardPut , params: {to: primary}}]}]}
(b) Primary Backup consistency policy.
Figure 2.3: Primary-based consistency policies.
Wiera QuorumConsistency = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut,
responses: [{r_type: LockGlobalWrite , params: {key: obj.key}},
{r_type: GetLatestVer , params: {from: write_quorum}},
{r_type: Store , params: {to: local_instance.memory, ver: obj.ver+1}},
{r_type: Broadcast , params: {to: write_quorum}},
{r_type: LockGlobalWrite , params: {key: obj.key}}]}]}
Figure 2.4: Quorum consistency policy.
In the MultiPrimariesConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(a)) specification, multiple lo-
cations maintain replicas of the data and every update to any replica is synchronously
transmitted to all other replicas. This policy can be used for applications in which strong
data consistency is more important than put operation performance, e.g., a flight book-
ing system or a banking system. The figure shows how this policy is easily implemented
using Wiera events and responses. Here, the same local instance (LowLatencyInstance
from Figure 2.2) is created on multiple regions. When a local instance receives a put
request from an application, it tries to get a global lock first for the key as specified in
the Wiera policy. Once it gets the lock for the key, it stores the object into the local
Memcached storage tier first as was explained in Figure 2.2. Then it distributes the
update to other instances that are part of the same Wiera instance. The lock is released
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Wiera EventualConsistency = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut,
responses: [{r_type: Store, params: {to: memory}},
{r_type: Queue, params: {what: obj}}]}
{e_type: Timer, condition: {period: 5 secs},
responses: [{r_type: DeQuque, what: obj},
{r_type: Broadcast, params: {to: all_hosts}}]}]}
Figure 2.5: Eventual consistency policy.
upon getting a response from all other instances.
In the QuorumConsistency policy (Figure 2.4), strong consistency can be achieved
without having replicas on all local instances by using a voting protocol that uses two
constraints on the numbers of nodes needed for each read and write operation. Suppose
N nodes are in the system, then we have 1) Nr + Nw > N and 2) Nw > Nr / 2, where Nr
and Nw are numbers of read and write quorums respectively, to avoid both read-write
and write-write conflicts. In the policy, a local instance that received a write request
first gets the global lock and finds the latest version from local instances in a write
quorum. Then, it increases the version and broadcasts the update to local instances in
the quorum and releases the global lock. This policy requires one more step to get the
latest version among instances for version consistency. However, it allows applications
to achieve the strong consistency even with less number of replicas, which helps reduce
the cost of network and storage.
In the PrimaryBackupConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(b)), there is only one primary
replica. Here, if a local instance gets a put request from an application and the instance
is not the primary, it will simply forward it to the primary instance. This policy is
simpler than the MultiPrimariesConsistency policy and can provide better performance
since no global lock is required, but the primary instance can be a bottleneck for overall
performance. The application can trade off its desired consistency with performance in
this policy. For instance, to minimize get latency, the primary can send updates to other
instances synchronously by using a copy response, so that all replicas are up-to-date. On
the other hand, to improve put latency, updates could be transmitted asynchronously
by the primary using queue response.
The EventualConsistency policy (Figure 2.5) is desired for better PUT/GET latency,
e.g., for social network services like Facebook and Twitter. Here, a put operation simply
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Wiera ChangeConsistency = { 
events: [{e_type: LatencyMonitoring, condition: {latency: > 800, period: 30 secs},
responses: [{r_type: ChangePolicy, params: {to: EventualConsistency}}]},
{e_type: LatencyMonitoring, condition: {latency: <= 800, period: 30 secs}, 
responses: [{r_type: ChangePolicy, params: {to: MultiPrimariesConsistency}}]}]}
(a) Changing consistency policy.
Wiera ChangePrimary = { 
events: [{e_type: RequestsMonitoring, condition: {period: 60 secs},
responses: [{r_type: ChangePrimary, params: {to: instance_forward_most}}]}]}
(b) Changing the primary in Primary Backup policy.
Figure 2.6: Defining dynamic policies.
stores the object to the local replica first and then queues the update for distribution
to other replicas later in the background. Applications can also specify how frequently
queued updates need to be distributed. In this consistency model, there is no specific
order of put operations from each instance, thus each instance needs to handle object
version conflicts when update requests come in from other instances as we will explain
in Section 2.4 in more detail.
Defining Dynamic Policies
Some Internet applications that tolerate relaxed (eventual) consistency e.g., social net-
working, shopping, entertainment, news, and messaging, can benefit from improved
(strong) consistency e.g., better user experience and revenue increase, as shown in pre-
vious work [30]. While strong consistency is desirable for the benefits, achieving strong
consistency can be expensive due to high WAN latency and dynamics e.g., network
fluctuation and workload changes, in a multi-cloud environment. For example, in the
MultiPrimariesPolicy (Figure 2.3(a)), the latency for a put operation will depend on the
highest round trip latency from the primary initiating the update to any replica. For
these applications that want to benefit from strong consistency, it would be desirable to
have a dynamic policy that can change its actions at run-time. One example of such a
dynamic policy would be one that can adjust the consistency model based on observed
latencies of operations. That is, applications may want to use strong consistency for
all data accesses when all operations can be performed with low latency. In the high
latency case, eventual consistency can be used for better user-perceived latency.
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Figure 2.6(a) shows how Wiera can specify such a dynamic consistency policy. In
this figure, an application specifies the latency threshold (800 ms) and the duration
(30 seconds) for which this latency threshold is exceeded. Once the put operations
violates both conditions, Wiera changes the global consistency policy to eventual con-
sistency at run-time for better put operation latency. Similarly, while using the eventual
consistency model, once Wiera detects that the latency for put operations can satisfy
the conditions for the strong consistency, it will switch them back to strong consistency
policy at run-time. Both strong (i.e., MultiPrimariesConsistency) and weak (i.e., Even-
tualConsistency) consistency implementations are made available to this policy. The
change of consistency policy is done in a manner that allows all operations in progress
(or queued) to be applied first. All new requests from applications that arrive when the
consistency is being changed will be blocked and queued until the change takes effect.
Consider another case in which handling dynamics is required. Assuming a single
primary, if the workload changes over time (e.g., client locations change with time of
day), then moving the primary replica closer to the users might be desirable [14]. Figure
2.6(b) shows how this can be achieved with Wiera for the PrimaryBackupConsistency
policy (Figure 2.3(b)). If the primary instance discovers that another instance received
(and forwarded) more requests from an application than the primary, then Wiera will
change the primary instance to the more heavily accessed replica. Once this change has
been done, all requests will be forwarded to the new primary instance.
Achieving Desired Metrics
Applications can have different desired metrics such as performance, reliability, cost,
etc. Wiera policies can be defined to achieve such desired metrics as well. While we
focused on the consistency policies above to achieve desired latencies in the presence of
replication, another important metric could be cost.
Many Internet applications have a large fraction of data which is accessed infre-
quently or not at all. For example, Facebook shows its data access patterns typically
conform to a Zipfian distribution [31] in which only a small proportion of data is fre-
quently accessed. One way for such an application to lower its cost could be to use
cheaper but slower storage (e.g., Amazon S3 or Glacier) for its cold data while using
more expensive, faster storage (e.g., MemCached or EBS) for hot data. Figure 2.7(a)
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Wiera  ReducedCostPolicy = { 
events: [{e_type: ColdDataMonitoring, condition: {from: disk, period: 120 hours},
responses: [{r_type: Move, params: {to: archival, bandwidth:100KB/s}}]}]}
(a) Reducing cost by moving cold data to cheaper storage.
Wiera SimplerConsistencyPolicy = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut, condition: {region: each_region, primary: true},
responses: [{r_type: Store, params: {to: memory}},
…
{r_type: Broadcast , params: {to: other_primaries}},
…
{e_type: ActionPut, condition: {primary: false},
responses: [{r_type: Forward, params: {to: region_primary}}]}]}
(b) Simpler consistency by using the fastest storage tier within the same region.
Figure 2.7: Achieving desired cost metrics.
shows how Wiera can allow applications to get benefits from such cheaper and durable
storage tiers. In this policy, each instance has one cheaper storage tier. An application
defines cold data by setting a threshold on elapsed time from the last access (120 hours).
If an instance gets the event which notifies that there is any object has not been accessed
for 120 hours, it is identified as cold and moved to the cheaper storage tier.
Another way to reduce cost could be by maintaining fewer replicas. This could
reduce both storage costs as well as network bandwidth costs by reducing the update
traffic, as cloud providers charge for all out-bound network traffic. As shown in Section
1.1.2, an application can achieve good performance even with fewer replicas by accessing
nearby DCs’ faster storage tier (e.g., Memcached) instead of a local slower tier (e.g.,
EBS or S3). Figure 2.7(b) shows how Wiera can enable the reduction in the number of
replicas by using the fastest storage tier in the centralized DC in a region. In this policy,
all local instances are running within the same region (US West), and are forwarding
requests to a primary instance. Thus instances in this region need not be concerned
about data consistency which can reduce network traffic and cost. All non-primary
instances could then be used as caches (if data is read-only or data can be served under
eventual consistency) or for load balancing if needed. An application can reduce cost
further by maintaining a single replica for cold data on centralized cheaper storage tier.
That is, if the application allows instances to share the centralized cheaper storage tier
for cold data, it can save even greater storage cost. We will explain how this can be
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Wiera EventualConsistency = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut,
responses: [{r_type: Store, params: {to: cheapest, lat: 100 ms, period: 5 secs}},
{r_type: Queue, params: {what: obj}}]}]}
Figure 2.8: Adaptive storage tier abstraction.
achieved in Section 2.5.4 in more detail.
Using remote storage tiers may incur monetary network cost which should be con-
sidered. Wiera provides the flexibility for users to choose the right point in the cost-
performance tradeoff. In a hybrid cloud environment, an application may not need
to worry about the network cost. If much of the data flow happens from the private
DC into a nearby public cloud DC, one could acquire better performance without any
network cost as network traffic into a DC is normally not charged.
2.3.5 Adaptive Storage Abstraction
Though Wiera enables applications to easily specify desired policies as we have shown
so far, Wiera developers still need to be concerned with specifics such as storage cost,
network cost, and storage characteristics of particular tiers for the optimized policy. To
relax this burden, Wiera provides high-level adaptive storage abstractions (ASA) for
the Wiera programmers (e.g., cheapest (or fastest) storage tier instead of a specific tier)
either to handle requests locally or to forward them to another instance automatically
to meet the goals.
Figure 2.8 is an example policy that shows how Wiera can handle put requests
in eventual consistency (Figure 2.5) to achieve desired latency goal (100 ms). In this
policy, a local instance handles put request locally as long as the desired latency is
met as no network cost incurs. If the local instance observes a latency (100 ms) more
than period threshold (5 seconds), from local storage tiers, it forwards requests to
another instance which can achieve the desired latency goal using latency information.
If there is no instance that can meet the latency goal, it simply chooses the cheapest
local storage tier. Wiera supports two storage abstractions: 1) cheapest that finds the
cheapest storage tier that meet the latency goals, and 2) fastest that finds the fastest
local storage tier or another instance regardless of cost. We have a plan to extend
this abstraction for Wiera developers to allow them to query desired storage tier with
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more metrics e.g., durability, desired cost, and availability. Note, applications may not
achieve latency goal for put requests if they want to achieve strong consistency e.g.,
MultiPrimariesConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(a)) in which updates are sent to all local
instances synchronously in the presence of dynamics. In this case, applications may
want to use ChangeConsistency policy 2.6(a) to meet the goals as shown in Section
2.3.4.
2.4 Implementation
We now describe our implementation of the Wiera prototype (under 1000 lines of code
written in Python) and how Wiera components work together. We also describe ad-
ditional features newly implemented beyond Tiera. To enable communication with
applications, Wiera launches a Thrift [32] server, a remote procedure call framework,
that enables applications written in different languages to communicate with each other.
Since local instances now need to connect to Wiera and all other instances, we implement
a communication component using Thrift in Tiera (under 500 lines of codes written in
Java) while most of the Tiera code base remained unchanged. A global policy is imple-
mented in the instance by hand-coding (as mentioned in Section 2.4.1, generating Java
code from a specification will be done automatically as future work) the event-response
pairs into Tiera’s control layer. We implemented the Wiera policies that were explained
in Section 2.3.4 (in 100 lines of codes written in Java per Wiera policy). Figure 2.9
shows a snippet Java code to implement the MultiPrimariesConsistency policy (Figure
2.3(a)) as an example. As shown in the figure, it is straightforward and easy to produce
Java code3 for a Wiera instance from its specification, e.g., storage tiers’ properties can
be set with a few function (put) calls. Note that Wiera mainly manages local instances
and their policies but is not involved in data movement. All data flow happens directly
between local instances as specified in the policies.
3 In future work, we plan to provide an automated compiler which generates Java code from a Wiera
specification. At present, the Java is hand-coded.
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//Storage Tiers
memoryTier.put("tier_type", SingleTierInfo.TIER_TYPE.MEMORY);
memoryTier.put("tier_name", "Memcached");
memoryTier.put("tier_list", "localhost");
memoryTier.put("tier_size", "5G");
diskTier.put("tier_type", SingleTierInfo.TIER_TYPE.DISK);
diskTier.put("tier_name", "EBS" );
diskTier.put("tier_list", "ebs_cache/");
diskTier.put("tier_size", "5G");
tiers.put("tier1", memoryTier);
tiers.put("tier2", diskTier);
region1.put("name", "LowLatencyInstance");
region1.put("region", "US-West");
region1.put("tiers", tiers);...
regionN.put("name", "LowLatencyInstance");
regionN.put("region", "EU-West");
regionN.put("tiers", tiers);
//Broadcasting updates to other instances synchronously
writeLock = getGlobalWriteLock(key);
writeLock.acquire(); //Get a global-lock
version = instance.put(key, value, tierName, tag); 
broadcastToPeers(key, version, tierName, tag, 0, latencyInfo); 
WriteLock.release(); //Release the global-lock
Figure 2.9: MultiPrimariesConsistency implementation in Java code.
2.4.1 Wiera Communication
As described in Section 2.3.1, Wiera is composed of multiple components. Whenever
a local server (note, not a local instance) launches, it connects to the Local Server
Manager (LSM) first to let Wiera know that it is ready to spawn instances. Note:
instances run within the local server process for simplicity, but could easily run as a
separate process for better fault tolerance. The LSM holds all information about local
servers and periodically sends a “ping” message to check on their health. The steps to
initiate local instances on multiple regions are as follows: 1) an application specifies the
instances, their regions, and policies through the Wiera application interface, 2) when
Wiera gets the request, the Global Policy Manager (GPM) creates a new policy with a
Wiera id sent from the application and launches a new Local Instance Manager (LIM)
to communicate with the local instances which will be created, 3) the LSM asks the
local servers to spawn instances with storage tiers and local policy as specified in the
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request, 4) a local server receives the request, spawns a new instance, and informs the
instance about the LIM address to which the new instance will connect, 5) the new
instance runs a server with a unique port number to communicate with other instances.
It then connects to the LIM and sends its own server information (port number for the
application and port number for communicating between instances), 6) when the LIM
accepts server information from its instances, it propagates information to all instances,
7) Wiera returns the list of instances and the Wiera id to the application which sent
the request, and 8) the application can connect to the closest instance (placed at the
head of the list) and sends requests to it.
2.4.2 Global Lock and Conflicts Handling
If an instance is replicated it may need to obtain a global lock before distributing updates
to all other instances. For example, if an application specifies the MultiPrimariesCon-
sistency policy (Figure 2.3(a)), it should get the global lock first for data consistency.
For the global lock, Wiera relies on Zookeeper [24], an atomic messaging system that
keeps all of the servers in sync, and we use the Curator library [33] for using Zookeeper
easily. When an instance gets updates from another instance, it will update the object
as specified in the global policy. In the MultiPrimariesConsistency, as an example, if an
instance receives an update from another instance, it will simply update the object be-
cause the instance that sent the update has a global lock for the object and thus it does
not need to be concerned about data consistency. However, in the EventualConsistency
policy (Figure 2.5), instances should check whether there is any write-write conflict be-
tween instances whenever they get updates from another instance. This is needed to
avoid version conflicts because they do not hold the global lock for better write perfor-
mance. To handle this, we add a new feature, which allows applications to have multiple
object versions. Each object can have multiple versions with added metadata including
version number, create time, access count, last modified time, and last accessed time.
All object metadata is stored and persisted using BerkeleyDB [34]. When instances
distribute updates to other instances, they also send metadata including object version
and last modified time. Thus, each instance that receives an update can decide whether
it will accept the update based on the metadata version and last modified time. In the
current implementation, we choose a simple strategy, last write wins. That is, updates
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will be accepted when they have a higher version number than the local object or when
the update is newer (most recently written) than the local object if the versions are the
same. We add new APIs for this feature as shown in Table 2.1.
2.4.3 Events and Responses for Wiera
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, we added events LatencyMonitoring, RequestsMonitoring
and ColdDataMonitoring, to Wiera to handle dynamics in the multiple cloud environ-
ment. LatencyMonitoring events are handled by a dedicated thread which waits to be
signaled. The thread handling the application request will signal the dedicated thread
to check the latency. The dedicated thread checks whether the conditions (a latency
threshold and period of the violation) are met. If it is determined that all conditions
are violated it will notify Wiera to handle it. In our example policy (Figure 2.6(a)), a
change policy() response request with a new desired consistency model will be issued to
Wiera to change the consistency model.
RequestsMonitoring events are handled by the dedicated thread which waits to be
signaled in the primary instance (or in all instances as specified by the policy). The
thread which handles requests in the primary instance signals the dedicated thread to
check the number of requests from both an application and other instances. If the thread
detects that an instance has received more requests forwarded from other instances than
it has directly received from the application, a change policy() response request with a
new primary instance will be issued to Wiera to change the primary instance.
ColdDataMonitoring events are handled by the dedicated thread in each instance.
The dedicated thread will keep checking metadata to find any object not accessed for a
specific amount of time. If it finds an object which has not been accessed, it will take
the actions as specified in the policy. In our example policy, in Figure 2.7(a), it simply
moves the object to the cheaper storage tier as a response.
2.4.4 Handling Failure
In the current implementation, an application can specify the required number of repli-
cas to be available at all times. If a replica crashes, the system detects this via periodic
heartbeat and creates a new replica if this threshold is not met similarly to Google File
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System [21]. In addition, if the application observes that the closest instance is down
then it tries to send requests to the second closest instance, and so on. In future work,
we plan to develop mechanisms in Wiera in support of new reactive fault tolerance
policies.
2.5 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the Wiera prototype in the Amazon cloud and Azure. Wiera and local
instances were hosted on Amazon EC2 instances. For our experiments, we used EC2
t2.micro instances, 1 vCPU, 1GB of RAM, and 16GB of EBS storage for Wiera and
local servers unless mentioned otherwise. Wiera is running on the US East (Virginia)
region and Zookeeper is also running with Wiera on the same instance (for global locking
purposes). Local servers are running on multiple regions depending on experiments. The
client workloads were generated using Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark [35] (YCSB)
and we use the popular open-source benchmark tools SysBench [36] and RUBiS [37].
We measure latency from the perspective of an application within a DC, with clients
running on the same VM where the instances are running (thus no wide-area latency
from users of applications). Our experiments illustrate the following: (1) it is easy to
change the data consistency model and configuration using Wiera to handle dynamics
from applications and cloud services, (2) Wiera can enable applications to optimize for
a particular metric in multi-cloud environments, (3) Wiera can be easily used with an
application without any modification and (4) Wiera is not a performance bottleneck
even with an increasing number of local instances on multiple locations.
2.5.1 Cost-Performance Tradeoff for Strong Consistency
To achieve strong consistency for a better user experience, applications may want to use
either MultiPrimariesConsistency (Figure 2.3(a)) or QuorumConsistency (Figure 2.4).
In this experiment, we compare performance and cost between MutliPrimariesConsis-
tency and QuorumConsistency with 8 DCs of AWS, e.g., Virginia, California, Toronto,
Tokyo, Mumbai, Ireland, Frankfurt, and Sao Paulo. We examine four different quorum
configurations for strong consistency, i.e., write quorum (W) and read quorum (R),
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Figure 2.10: Performance and cost comparison between Quorum and MultiPrimaries
consistencies.
W5R4, W6R3, W7R2, and W8R1. We use 128KB data for requests. During the ex-
periment, we measure the latency and cost of storage and network bandwidth for both
read and write on the California (US West) region.
Figure 2.10 shows that applications can tradeoff monetary cost for operation la-
tency for strong consistency. All configurations of QuorumConsistency provide worse
performance compared with MultiPrimariesConsistency but with cost saving up to 40%.
For example, W5R4 case results in 40% cost saving due to less replicas (storage) and
network traffic compared with MultiPrimariesConsistency but incurs additional write
latency (50 ms) due to network traffic for consensus. Note, the W8R1 configuration has
the same effect as MultiPrimariesConsistency but with additional network traffic (cost)
for consensus. The figure also shows a tradeoff between read and write performance and
monetary cost in QuorumConsistency. That is, having more replicas increases write la-
tency and cost but decreases read latency. For instance, W5R4 case raises the read
latency by 36% and overall cost by 80% but reduces the write latency by 36% compared
with W8R1 case. The results show that Wiera can provides flexibility in terms of cost
and performance for strong consistency.
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Figure 2.11: Changing consistency at run-time.
2.5.2 Changing Consistency
In this section, we show how Wiera changes consistency policy dynamically as specified
in the ChangeConsistency policy (Figure 2.6(a)), using a put operation latency threshold
of 800 ms and a period threshold of 30 seconds. In this experiment, instances are running
in regions US West, US East, Europe West, and Asia East, and simulated applications
send requests to instances in all the regions using workload A: an update heavy workload
in YCSB [35].
We set instances to use the MultiplePrimariesConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(a))
initially in which all put operations result in updates being distributed to all other
instances synchronously. Figure 2.11 shows the latency for put operations in US West
region. Note that we see a similar pattern of results from all regions, and we omit these
results for simplicity. The bold line in the figure indicates the application-perceived
latency. Initially, the application sees around 400 ms which includes time for getting
(and releasing) the global lock for a key, broadcasting updates to all other instances
synchronously, and internal operations (write to local storage). We inject delays into an
instance to simulate network or storage delay. In the figure, we can see that there are 3
simulated delays from (a) to (c). All of these delays cause the operation latency violation
(800 ms), but only delays (a) and (b) cause a period threshold violation (30 seconds).
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For delays (a) and (b), Wiera detects that both thresholds are violated, so it changes
the consistency to the EventualConsistency policy (Figure 2.5) to preserve application-
perceived put operation latency which now becomes less than 10 ms. This is because
instances now don’t need to get the global lock for the key and broadcasting updates can
be done in the background in the EventualConsistency. Note that Wiera identifies the
last delay (c) as being transient and hence, ignores it. When Wiera detects that there is
no additional delay during the period threshold (30 seconds) i.e., points (1) and (2) in the
figure, it changes the consistency model back to the MultiplePrimariesConsistency. This
result shows that Wiera can adaptively change consistency models to handle dynamics
at run-time.
2.5.3 Changing Primary Instance
User location is another factor that may be important for data placement policy as
shown in systems such as Tuba [14] and Volley [16] . Tuba shows that changing the
storage configuration can improve overall resource utilization and user-perceived latency.
In this section, we show how Wiera can easily achieve the same goals as Tuba. To do
this, we implement one of Tuba’s policies: changing the primary instance based on user
location.
In this experiment, instances are running on three regions: US West, Europe West,
and Asia East. 10 clients are running per each region and the number of active clients
are modeled with a normal distribution to mimic the workload in different regions of
the world. The mean of the normal distribution is 7.5 minutes and variance is set to 5
minutes. The number of active clients will increase and decease in the following order,
Asia East, EU West and US West. Each simulated client sends requests to instances
for each regions using workload B: Read mostly workload (5% put and 95% get) in
YCSB [35]. We use the queue response mentioned in Section 2.3.4 to distribute updates
asynchronously to other instances as Tuba does. We implement the ChangePrimary
policy (Figure 2.6(b)). The difference as compared to Tuba is that Wiera changes the
primary instance by comparing the number of put operations from clients and from
other instances forwarded while Tuba used a cost model. Wiera could also adopt this
cost model if desired. Initially, we set the primary instance to run on the Asia East
region. The primary instance checks the put operation history (last 30 seconds) to
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Figure 2.12: Percentage that applications can see the latest data (Strong) and outdated
(Eventual) data.
find an instance which forwards more requests than the primary instance received from
clients. We set the time period threshold to 15 seconds.
Figure 2.12 shows the probability that the clients will see the latest data (Strong)
and outdated data (Eventual). With a static (non-changing) primary location, 69%
of get operations can return outdated data: clients that are not close to the primary
instance can see outdated data since the updates are distributed asynchronously. Wiera
reduces this to 39% when the the primary instance location is changed dynamically.
That is, more clients now have a greater chance to obtain the latest version of the data
from their closest instance. This pattern is similar to that shown for Tuba.
In addition, the overall application-perceived put operation latency is also decreased
by changing the primary instance. Table 2.3 shows an average put operation time for
each region and overall average of all regions. With static primary location, the clients
in Asia East can see low latency (< 5 ms) since they are always close to the primary
instance, but clients in other regions need to wait a long time until put operations are
forwarded to the primary instance. With changing of the primary instance, clients in
all regions can have a greater chance that their closest instance will become the primary
instance, so that the overall put operation latency can be decreased. These results show
that Wiera can easily adopt policies hard-coded in other systems.
2.5.4 Reducing Cost Using Multiple Storage Tiers
Many Internet services and applications have reported that their data access pattern
follows Zipfian distribution e.g., Facebook [31], that is large portion of data is accessed
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Figure 2.13: Operation Latency for 4KB in US East.
Table 2.3: Average put operation latency (ms)
EU West US West Asia East Overall
Static 216.61 105.26 < 5 105.18
Changing 95.19 72.20 40.60 68.13
infrequently or not at all. Applications using cloud storage services, however, have to
pay for the storage provisioned even for cold data whether it has been accessed or not.
Even worse, the size of data will keep increasing but never decreasing while a large
fraction of data will not be accessed.
In this section, we will describe how an application can save the cost for storage
with a new ColdDataMonitoring event explained in Section 2.3.3.
Within a DC, an application has various durable storage options with different
performance. Figure 2.13 shows the latencies that the application can see from each
storage tier through a local instance. Table 2.4 shows the prices for provisioned storage
(per GB/Month), put/get requests (per 10,000 requests), and network cost (within a
DC, between AWS DCs, and to Internet respectively). Unsurprisingly, we see clear
evidence that applications can get better performance from more expensive storage
tiers. That is, EBS SSD (gp2-general purpose) ($0.1/GB) provides the best performance
and S3 ($0.03 or $0.0125 for S3-IA) provides the worst performance while EBS HDD
(magnetic) ($0.05) is in between them. Note that since EBS uses the OS buffer cache,
we see very low latency (< 1 ms) regardless of EBS type if there is enough memory
on EC2. To see the native performance of EBS, we throttle the memory by running a
memory-intensive application while doing the experiment.
Based on this cost and performance information, let’s assume that an application
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Table 2.4: Storage Tiers’ Price in AWS (US East) as of Feb 2017
EBS (SSD) EBS (HDD) S3 S3-IA
Storage $0.1 $0.05 $0.03 $0.0125
Put request $0 $0.0005 $0.05 $0.1
Get request $0 $0.0005 $0.004 $0.01
Network $0 / $0.02 / $0.09
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Figure 2.14: Operation Latency for S3 in US East from each region.
sees that 80% out of 10TB data in EBS have not been accessed for 120 hours, in Figure
2.7(a) as an example. As a response for a ColdDataMonitoring event, each instance
will move 8TB data into S3-IA and the application will save $700 (if data was stored
in SSD) and $300 (if data was stored in HDD) per month for each instance. Of course,
the application will see higher latency for cold data in S3-IA and pay a more expensive
request cost than EBS, but this will happen very rarely as the data is cold. For the
high put operation latency from S3-IA, the application can ignore this since all put
operations will be done in other faster storage tiers as specified in the policy. Thus, the
application can save the storage cost by moving cold data into cheaper storage without
much penalty.
The application can save even greater storage cost if it allows instances to share
the storage tier where the cold data is stored. That is, when Wiera detects that data
is getting cold from all regions, it will ask the instance running on a single centralized
region to move cold data into local S3-IA and will ask other instances running on other
regions to remove cold data as a response for the ColdDataMonitoring event. If an
instance running on a region other than the centralized one needs to read cold data,
it will access the S3-IA storage tier located at the centralized region. Since S3-IA is
a durable storage tier, the application doesn’t need to consider data durability even
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with the reduced number of data replicas. Of course, the application needs to consider
operation latency and network cost for the centralized storage tier. Figure 2.14 shows
the operation latencies from all regions when all instances use S3-IA in US East region
as a shared centralized storage tier. The highest get operation latency is around 200 ms
when a request comes from Asia East. If this get latency is acceptable to the application,
it can save $300 more (from our previous example, $100 per each region) by reducing
the number of replicas for cold data. The high put operation latency also can be ignored
since all put operations will be done in each region locally. In this example, the cost
for requests becomes much more expensive by using a centralized storage tier, i.e., from
free or $0.0005 to $0.01 per 10,000 get operation request, and from free to $0.09 (or
$0.02 between AWS) per GB for network as shown in Table 2.4. However, by definition,
the access to cold data will be rare.
2.5.5 Exploiting Non-Local DC’s Storage Tiers for Better Performance
One of the benefits of Wiera is that it increases the range of storage tier options. In
Section 1.1.2, we have shown that a nearby faster DC storage tier can provide bet-
ter performance than a local but slower DC storage tier even with wide-area network
latency. In this section, we will show how Wiera can let applications achieve better
performance from non-local DC storage using a benchmark, SysBench, a system perfor-
mance benchmark. Note that we have built our own POSIX-compliant file system using
Filesystem in User Space (FUSE) [38] to run applications that require a POSIX inter-
face to Wiera, so that all application requests are forwarded to Wiera through FUSE.
Thus, applications that require a POSIX interface can run on top of Wiera without any
modification.
In this experiment, we compare I/O performance between Azure’s local disk without
Wiera and AWS’ memory with Wiera using SysBench. We use Azure instances, Basic
A2 (2 CPU, 3.5 GB of RAM), Standard D1 (1 CPU, 3.5GB of RAM), Standard D2 (2
CPU, 7GB of RAM) and Standard D3 (4 CPU, 14GB of RAM), and AWS EC2 t2.micro
instance for non-local memory storage. First, we measure the native disk performance
attached to Azure VMs. To avoid any cache (memory) influence, we turn the host cache
off for the disk attached and use the O DIRECT flag for SysBench. This kind of setting
is desired for some applications e.g., database systems (MySQL), to avoid double cache
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Figure 2.16: Elapsed time (log scale) for a client on AWS US East to tretieve different
size of data on memory from various type of VM on Azure US East.
effects that may create cache misses. We then measure the remote memory (in AWS)
performance through Wiera. In this setting, we deploy instances on AWS and Azure
in the US East (Virginia) region where the latency between DCs is around 2 ms as
shown in Table 1.1. We use the PrimaryBackupConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(b)) with
synchronous update (copy response) and set an instance running on Azure to be the
primary instance. We set the primary instance to have a disk storage tier only and set
another instance on AWS to have memory storage tier. We set a get operation policy
for all get operations to be forwarded to the instance on AWS. That is, if the primary
instance receives put operations from SysBench, it puts data into local disk and sends
the update to another instance on AWS synchronously. If the primary instance receives
get operations from SysBench, it retrieves data from another instance on AWS i.e.,
remote memory instead of local disk.
We run the SysBench benchmark on Azure 10 times varying the VM size. Figure
2.15 shows results for each VM size. For the local disk performance, the figure shows the
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Figure 2.17: Throughput (request/s) comparison.
same performance (∼ 500 IOPS) regardless of VM size. This is because Azure throttles
the disk performance to 500 IOPS [39]. For the remote memory performance through
Wiera, performance is sensitive to the VM size. Wiera can achieve a 44% performance
improvement when the primary instance is running on Standard D2 and Standard D3
instances. Accessing non-local DC memory through Wiera may be affected by CPU
performance but the fact that Basic A2 (2 CPUs) provides worse performance than
Standard D1 (1 CPU) implies CPU is not a bottleneck in this experiment. This is
because Azure also throttles the network performance based on VM type and size as
Figure 2.16 shows.
This result shows that an application can achieve a desired goal (better performance)
using nearby faster DC storage tiers through Wiera if network performance between DCs
is not a bottleneck.
2.5.6 RUBiS on Wiera
We next explore running an unmodified web application, the popular open-source bench-
mark RUBiS, on Wiera to show that the benefits can be obtained with minimal impact
to existing applications. RUBiS is a multi-component Web application that implements
the functions of an auction site eBay.com, selling, buying, bidding, commenting and so
on. We use Apache and PHP for the front-end Web server and MySQL for the back-end
database. We use the same evaluation environment setup as in Section 2.5.5. All RUBiS
components are hosted on an Azure VM.
For this experiment, MySQL uses two different storage settings: either local disk or
remote memory through Wiera. We set the flag O DIRECT (which prohibits MySQL
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to use the OS buffer) and reduce MySQL internal buffer size to the minimum (16MB)
to see the performance from the native attached disk. The database was populated with
information for 50,000 items and 50,000 customers. 300 simulated clients are hosted on
a separate t2.micro EC2 instance on the same region (US East). The benchmark is run
for 300 seconds, with 120 seconds for ramp-up and 60 seconds for ramp-down. Likewise,
we vary VM size from Basic A2 to Standard D3. Figure 2.17 shows the throughput from
each VM size. Similar to the SysBench results in Section 2.5.5, we see low throughput
from small instances (Basic A2 and Standard D1) and higher throughput (50% ∼ 80%
improvement) from larger instances (Standard D2 and Standard D3) due to a reduction
in network throttling. This experiment shows how easily an application can use Wiera
to achieve desired (performance in this experiment) goal by accessing multiple storage
tiers on multiple DCs without any modification.
2.5.7 Adaptive Storage Abstraction Policy
In this section, we show how Wiera handles dynamics with adaptive storage abstraction
(ASA) explained in Section 2.3.5 as specified in the EventualConsistency (Figure 2.5),
using the cheapest storage abstraction, a put operation latency threshold 100 ms and a
period threshold of 5 seconds. For simplicity, instances are running in regions US East
and US West and simulated applications send requests to instances in all the regions
using workload A:an update heavy workload.
Figure 2.18 shows the latency for put operations in US East region. The bold line
in the figure indicates the application-perceived latency. Initially, the application sees
around 11 ms as it puts data into the local EBS storage with eventual consistency
i.e., asynchronously. Similar to Section 2.5.2, we inject delays from (a) to (c) into an
instance running on US East to simulate network or storage delay. From the figure,
we can see that (b) and (c) cause the latency violation (100 ms), but only (b) causes
a period threshold violation (5 seconds). When the local instance running in US East
detects that both thresholds are violated i.e., point (1), it forwards put requests to the
instance running in US West as it has the next cheaper storage tier that can achieve
the latency goal even with WAN latency (∼72 ms). When the local instance in US East
detects that there is no additional delay during the period threshold (5 seconds) i.e.,
points (2), it stops forwarding put requests and start using the local storage tier again.
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Figure 2.18: Adaptive storage (instance) binding to handle a dynamic.
Table 2.5: Network latencies (ms) in ascending order from US East
Region Latency Regions Latency
US West 72.2 Europe West 81.6
Europe Central 89.4 US West 2 90.64
South America East 120 Asia Northeast 155
Asia Northeast 2 172 Asia South 210
Asia Southeast 2 226 Asia Southeast 228
This result shows that Wiera can adaptively forward requests to handle dynamics at
run-time with a high-level abstraction.
Though accessing remote storage tiers may incur extra network cost as shown in
Table 2.4, Wiera provides the flexibility for users to choose the right point in the cost-
performance tradeoff as mentioned in Section 2.3.4.
2.5.8 Scalability of Wiera
We next conduct experiments to evaluate the scalability of Wiera with the number
of local instances as well as their geographic distribution. We evaluate the scalability
of Wiera both for control and data operations. We have deployed local instances on
all DCs of AWS, i.e., US region (Virginia, California, and Oregon), Europe region
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(Ireland and Frankfurt), Asia region (Tokyo, Seoul, Sydney and Mumbai), and South
America region (Sao Paulo). Table 2.5 shows the latencies from US East (Virginia),
where Wiera manager is running, to all other regions where local instances are running.
In our experiments, as we vary the number of local instances, we deploy additional
instances in the inverse order of latency from US East (farthest first). This order is
used to show that the performance overhead is bounded by the largest inter-tier latency
and not Wiera itself. Thus, for the experiment with two instances, local instances are
running on US East (Virginia) and Asia Southeast (Singapore), the farthest from US
East. For the experiment with three instances, we add an instance on Asia Southeast 2
(Sydney), the second farthest from US East, and so on.
Wiera Control Message Latency
Figure 2.19 shows the latencies to broadcast control messages, StartInstance() to all
local servers to spawn instances and ChangeConsistencyPolicy() to all local instances
to change the consistency model among them. The results show that the latencies
are close to the largest network latency from US East (Virginia) to Asia Southeast
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(Singapore) (228 ms from Table 2.5) with a small additional latency for handing a
message, regardless of the number of instances.
Data Operation Latency
As mentioned in Section 2.4, Wiera is not a bottleneck as it is not involved in the
data path. Figure 2.20 shows the user-perceived latency for put operations with the
MultiPrimariesConsistency policy (Figure 2.3(a)) when a client is running on US East
(Virginia). It also confirms that the operation latency will be bounded by the largest
latency but not the number of instances as the client can see the similar performance
regardless of number of instances. It also shows that if the aggregated data size to
be distributed is large, the network bandwidth of the VM can be a bottleneck. That
is, there is no performance difference for small size data (4KB and 256KB) but slight
performance degradation for 1MB data.
Overall, these results show that Wiera is able to manage multiple local instances
with tolerable performance overhead and that Wiera is not a performance bottleneck in
data operations.
2.6 Related Work
Data Locality: Recent research [40] has shown that data locality within a DC is irrele-
vant, given the bandwidth of current DC networks. They show that accessing data from
a remote node’s memory within a DC can provide better performance than reading data
from local disk. In Section 1.1.2, we show that data locality may also be irrelevant in
multiple DCs environment, and accessing data over the network from the same or faster
storage resource in a nearby DC can be faster than using a slower local storage tier.
Wiera realizes many opportunities for utilizing cross-DC storage as a complete system.
Policy-Driven Storage: The policy architecture for distributed storage systems (PADS)
[41] was proposed for system designers to construct a new distributed storage system
easily. Tiera [17], our previous work, provides an easy way to specify policies, allows ap-
plications to get composite benefits of multiple storage tiers within a single DC. Wiera
exploits storage tiers across multiple cloud providers to get additional benefits such as
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simpler consistency and reduced cost, and to handle dynamics from cloud infrastruc-
tures and applications at run-time by employing Tiera.
Wide Area Storage: Many previous storage systems [14, 15, 16, 42] utilize multiple
DCs of same or different cloud providers. They show that automatic reconfiguration
of the storage system can yield substantial benefits such as higher overall resource
utilization and better user-perceived latency. However, these storage systems do not
adequately handle dynamics from the cloud infrastructure and applications because of
their design choices, most notably, a lazy data placement policy decision. Our work tries
to handle such dynamics using a combination of local policy, global policy, and multiple
storage tiers across multiple DCs. In addition, Wiera provides a flexible substrate that
enables the implementation of such existing data policies easily.
Multi-Tiered Storage: Many previous works [43, 44, 45] try to utilize multiple tiers
(e.g., HDDs vs. SSDs and local vs. cloud storage) for getting composite benefits of
multiple storage tiers. While Tiera [17] focused on multiple storage tiers within a single
DC, Wiera focuses on multiple storage tiers on multiple cloud providers to get greater
benefits such as enhanced fault tolerance, simpler consistency, wider locality envelope,
and reduced cost.
Storage Tiering Features on Cloud Providers: Some cloud providers offer similar
features but with significant limitations. For example, AWS S3 provides storage tiering
between S3 and Glacier with limitations e.g., only from S3 to Glacier, data size (> 128
KB), and duration (> 30 days) and more. Google only supports deletion of old objects.
Wiera provides diverse policies and more flexible features through our own custom
implementation but without such limitations while handling dynamics.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced Wiera, an integrated geo-distributed cloud storage system
that runs across multiple storage tiers, multiple data-centers, and multiple providers, to
exploit storage options available to the application and user. The diversity of options
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is exploited by a flexible storage policy framework that can optimize across a wide
array of metrics such as performance, cost, durability, reliability, in the face of network
and application dynamics. Wiera is built upon the Tiera storage system to achieve far
greater flexibility and adaptability including support for multiple levels of consistency
based on current SLAs or performance goals. The results indicate that metrics such
as reduced cost and higher performance are obtainable by exploiting the larger set of
storage options. Lastly, the benefits can be obtained with minimal impact to existing
applications as demonstrated by the unmodified RUBiS application.
Although Wiera provides an easy way to specify diverse policies and helps applica-
tions handle dynamics at run-time through policies, applications developers still need
to determine optimized data placement among countless number of storage combina-
tion of DC locations and storage tiers on DCs with a consideration many factors such
as applications’ goals, network (and storage) characteristics and pricing policies, and
workload characteristics. This brings significant complexities to the developers and dy-
namics make even it impossible to find the static optimized data placement. In the next
chapter, we discuss our data placement decision system to address this challenges.
Chapter 3
TripS: Automated Multi-tiered
Data Placement in a Multi-cloud
Environment
3.1 Introduction
As we have shown in Chapter 2, many cloud providers offer diverse storage services with
different characteristics and pricing policies that can be used by applications to meet
their storage needs. For example, Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers many storage
services such as ElastiCache, S3, EBS, and Glacier. These services vary in their I/O
latency, durability, and cost, providing cloud applications with multiple storage options
to serve their users. In addition, there has been a growth in the number of data centers
(DCs) being deployed in diverse geographical locations. Thus, besides offering multiple
storage services, these geo-distributed DCs provide cloud applications with a further
possibility of selecting one or more locations for storing their data. Many popular
Internet services e.g., Twitter and Netflix have built multi-tiered storage systems (or
components) running on multiple data centers [46, 47] to serve their users with such
diverse storage options. In fact, applications can even exploit different cloud providers’
storage services for reduced cost or better fault tolerance as presented in Section 1.1.
A key problem in a multi-DC, multi-tier environment is data placement: determining
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which locations and which storage tiers to place data (replicas) on. Determining the
“best” data placement in such an environment is challenging due to a large number of
factors: 1) application’s desired goals, such as cost, performance, and fault tolerance; 2)
network characteristics, such as DC locations, inter-DC network latencies/bandwidths,
and network pricing; 3) storage characteristics, such as data models, I/O performance,
interfaces, and storage pricing policies; and 4) workload characteristics, such as number
of requests and data popularity. As cloud providers offer even more DC locations and
introduce new storage services, it will make data placement even more challenging.
Further, dynamic changes to both workloads (e.g., changes in data access patterns
and locations), and the environment (e.g., network and data center failures, variations
in network and storage performance), make it impossible to determine the best data
placement statically.
While several efforts have considered the data placement problem in a geo-distributed
storage environment [14, 15, 16, 42], they have not considered the possibility of exploit-
ing multiple storage tiers which can have a significant impact on metrics such as storage
cost and performance. Recent work [26] has focused on data management across multiple
storage tiers within a single DC, which may not be sufficient for a multi-DC environ-
ment, e.g., to achieve desired fault tolerance or to serve a dispersed set of end-users. We
argue that data placement in a geo-distributed cloud environment must consider both
multiple locations as well as multiple tiers together, to allow for a rich set of storage
policies across cost-performance-reliability dimensions as shown in Chapter 1 and 2.
To address these problems, we present TripS (Storage Switch System), a system
that optimizes data placement by considering both DC locations and storage tiers. We
have designed TripS to be lightweight so that it can be used with any storage system
running in a multi-cloud environment [48, 49]. Applications that use a TripS-enabled
storage system can make use of TripS by simply providing their high level goals, e.g.,
performance SLAs, consistency models, and desired degree of fault tolerance. TripS
uses network and storage cost information, along with monitoring information about
user access patterns, inter-DC network latencies and storage tier I/O latencies to opti-
mize data placement. With given inputs, the data placement problem is modeled as a
constrained optimization problem and solved using mixed integer programming (MIP)
in TripS. While TripS can be programmed to optimize different metrics such as cost,
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performance, or reliability, in this chapter, we focus on minimizing cost while satisfying
latency bounds and fault tolerance requirements.
TripS-enabled storage systems can handle network and workload dynamics at two
levels. First, they can have TripS recompute the optimal data placement at coarse time
granularities to incorporate long-term changes in system or workload characteristics.
Second, to adapt quickly to dynamics as well as to handle short-term dynamics such as
transient failures or overloads, we introduce the notion of Target Locale List (TLL), a
pro-active approach to avoid expensive re-evaluation of the optimal placement. A TLL
is a list of multiple feasible placement options (those that satisfy the SLA requirements
from any accessing location) computed a priori by TripS as part of its optimization.
It uses the parameter locale count (LC) that enables applications to tradeoff cost with
performance and/or fault tolerance by using faster storage tiers and/or having additional
replicas. TLL allows applications to utilize (and switch between) these options at run-
time to avoid SLA violations, without requiring the storage system to migrate data.
We evaluate the TripS prototype using Wiera explained Chapter 2, a policy-driven
key-value storage system for multi-cloud environments on multiple AWS and Azure DCs
to show its efficacy and benefits. We extended Wiera to use TripS and to apply the
optimized data placement.
The main contributions of this work are:
• The design and implementation of TripS, the first system that optimizes data
placement with a consideration of both DC locations and storage tiers in multi-
cloud environments.
• Modeling and solving the data placement problem as a constrained optimization
problem using mixed integer programming (MIP), enabling underlying storage
systems to handle coarse time-scale dynamics through re-evaluation of the optimal
placement.
• Introducing the notion of Target Locale List (TLL), a proactive approach that
enables underlying storage systems to handle short time-scale dynamics without
the need to re-evaluate data placement decision or move data at run-time.
• An empirical evaluation of TripS using the Wiera multi-cloud storage system, in
an AWS and Azure cloud environment, showing that TripS can help an application
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achieve desired goals with minimized cost even in the presence of dynamics e.g.,
lowering cost 14.96% ∼ 98.1% based on workloads and significantly reducing SLA
violations with minimal extra cost.
3.2 System Model
3.2.1 Storage System Model
We consider a federated cloud-based geo-distributed storage system (GDSS) spanning
multiple data centers (DCs) located across different geographic regions. These DCs
could belong to the same or different cloud providers. Further, each geographic region
may contain multiple DCs (belonging to one or more cloud providers) located close to
each other (i.e., having low inter-DC latency). Examples of a GDSS are SPANStore [15],
SCFS [48], RACS [49], and our system Wiera explained in Chapter 2. Each DC supports
multiple storage tiers with different characteristics in terms of performance, durability,
and cost. For instance, in AWS, an application can get better performance from EBS-
io1 but at a higher cost compared to other storage tiers, while S3 can provide cheaper
storage but at a higher latency. Thus, applications may use multiple storage tiers for
their composite benefits to achieve their desired goals. We assume the GDSS provides
an interface to applications to access data from multiple DCs and tiers.
We consider an object storage model where data is managed as objects [25]. This
model enforces an explicit separation of data and metadata enabling unified access to
data distributed among the different storage services and DCs. We assume that the
GDSS supports operations (Get and Put) to access objects using a globally unique
identifier that acts as a key. In addition, we assume that a GDSS manages metadata for
each object, e.g., size, access frequency, location/storage tier, and time of last access.
3.2.2 Application Model
We consider latency-sensitive applications that use a GDSS to provide reduced user-
perceived latency and better data availability to users across different geographic re-
gions. We assume application instances run on multiple geo-distributed DCs. We also
assume that GDSS servers run on each DC to interface application data accesses with
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Figure 3.1: How TripS works with a GDSS.
the cloud storage services. An application instance can access data from the GDSS by
connecting to any GDSS server (typically the closest one running on the same DC), that
can provide access to the requested data (either directly if stored on the same DC, or
indirectly from another DC). We assume that applications provide high-level goals, e.g.,
SLA, consistency model, and degree of fault tolerance to a GDSS through interfaces. In
this work, we consider data access latencies between the application instances and the
storage system instead of from the end-users as done in other systems [15, 26]. Assign-
ing user requests to appropriate application instances is out of scope for this work, and
prior techniques [14, 16] could be utilized for this.
3.2.3 Data Placement Problem
We define a locale as a {DC-location, storage-tier} tuple, e.g., {Amazon US East, S3}.1
The data placement problem consists of determining a set of locales (DC locations
and corresponding storage tiers) where data should be placed (replicated) among all
available locales, in order to satisfy the application requirements (SLA, degree of fault
tolerance, etc.). In this work, we consider the goal of minimizing the total cost (both
storage and I/O costs).
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3.3 TripS Data Placement System
TripS is a lightweight data placement system that can support a GDSS that needs to
make data placement decisions on behalf of its client applications. In principle, TripS
can run with any GDSS that can provide the information needed to evaluate placement
decisions. Figure 3.1 shows how TripS works with a GDSS. TripS makes data placement
decisions, which are enacted by the GDSS which then places the data at the desired
locales. Applications use the TripS-enabled GDSS for data access (storing and retrieving
the data). Note that applications only interact with the GDSS, and do not communicate
directly with TripS, so that Trips is not on the data path of application accesses. Unlike
other systems, TripS tries to find an optimized data placement that considers both DC
locations and its multiple storage tiers simultaneously across different cloud providers.
TripS can be programmed to optimize for different objectives, e.g., minimizing cost or
minimizing latency. In this work, we focus on the objective of minimizing cost while
meeting an SLA (both performance and availability).
TripS models the data placement problem as a constrained optimization problem
(Section 3.3.1) that takes a set of inputs (Section 3.3.1) based on application require-
ments and workload and environment characteristics. Given these inputs, the TripS op-
timizer outputs a desired data placement consisting of a list of locales ({DC-location,storage-
tier} tuples) where data will be stored. TripS enables the GDSS to handle dynamics
through re-evaluation of the optimal solution at coarse time scales (Section 3.3.2). At
the same time, it provides the notion of Target Locale List (TLL) (Section 3.3.1) to
adapt quickly to dynamics at short time-scales (Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Data Placement Decision
TripS’ Inputs and Output
Inputs: Table 3.1 shows the inputs that TripS uses. TripS requires four types of
inputs: applications goals, performance monitoring information, workload information,
and network and storage monetary cost.
• Application Desired Goals: TripS requires applications to provide three types of
1 In the rest of this chapter, we omit the name of the cloud provider unless required.
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Table 3.1: Inputs for TripS
Input Description
D Set of DCs
DiS Set of storage tiers in DC i
SLAget/put Get/Put operation SLA from each DC
F Minimum number of DC faults handled
Consistency Consistency Model
Center Centralized DC location for a global lock (if needed)
LC (> 0) Locale count in the TLL
L
get/put
it Get/Put latency for storage tier t in DC i
Lnetworkij Network latency from DC i to DC j
A
get/put
i Number of Get/Put requests for DC i
Sizei Average object size in DC i
Cnetworkij Network cost between DC i and DC j (static)
Cstorageit Storage Tier t provisioned storage cost in DC i (static)
C
get /put req
it Get/Put request cost for storage tier t in DC i (static)
C
ret/write
it Data retrieval/write cost from/to storage tier t in DC i (static)
desired goals. First is an SLA consisting of average latencies for Get/Put operations.
Second is the degree of fault tolerance F , i.e., the maximum number of simultane-
ous DC faults tolerated. Third is a consistency model. Currently, TripS supports
only two consistency models: strong and eventual, and supporting other well-known
consistency models is left as future work.
Another input parameter, locale count (LC), is the number of feasible placement
options desired to handle short time-scale dynamics. TripS requires the following
information.
• Latency information: The intra-DC latency of access to each storage tier, as well
as the inter-DC network latency.
• Workload information: The access patterns (number of requests from each loca-
tion) and average object size for requests.
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• Cost information: Cost information consists of the pricing for network and storages
services of all DCs that the GDSS may want to use, as well as the inter-DC network
transmission costs. The costs are rarely changed and thus static in this work.
Output: Given these inputs, TripS computes the data placement consisting of the set of
locales where data should be placed. In principle, TripS can determine data placement
for any granularity of data (e.g., single data object to large data collections) and the
overhead is tolerable. In this thesis, we evaluate TripS on a coarse placement of data (i.e.,
the entire data set for an application, as in other systems [16]), and leave fine-grained
placement to future work e.g., data placements per object or objects classification. In
addition, TripS also computes a target locale list (TLL) which we discuss next.
Target Locale List
We introduce the notion of target locale list (TLL) as a pro-active mechanism to handle
dynamics in an agile manner at short time-scales. The main idea is for TripS to generate
multiple feasible placement options (instead of just one placement) that all nominally
satisfy application SLA requirements (based on the current or average dynamics, but
are subject to future change). This enables the application to adapt quickly if one of
the locales selected for data placement starts violating the SLA, without the need for a
data re-placement or migration.
The target locale list (TLL) consists of multiple entries, one for each data access
location (i.e., a DC location running application instances that will access data). Each
entry in the list contains the set of locales that all meet the SLA from that DC access
location. The number of locales specified per DC location is determined by the LC
parameter. Thus, each DC location can have multiple choices of locales that can be
accessed without SLA violation if LC > 1. Note that while the fault tolerance parameter
F controls the number of replicas for availability, LC additionally controls the number
of locales that all satisfy the SLA.
The application can use the value of LC to achieve a desired tradeoff between cost
and the likelihood of meeting its SLA. For higher values of LC, data would have to be
placed on more (or faster) locales to provide enough feasible options that satisfy the
SLA from each DC location. This could result in higher cost, but the SLA will be
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- Data Placement (Locales)
1:{US East, EBS-st1}, 2:{US West, EBS-gp2}, 3:{CA Central, EBS-st1}, 4:{Asia SE, S3}, 
5:{EU West : S3}
- Target Locale List (TLL)
US East ⇨ [1, 2] US West ⇨ [2, 1] CA Central⇨ [3, 1] EU West ⇨ [5, 1] 
Asia SE ⇨ [4, 2] Asia NE ⇨ [2, 4] Asia South⇨ [1, 5] SA East ⇨ [3, 1]
Figure 3.2: TripS output example with LC = 2.
satisfied more often and more consistently. On the other hand, lower values of LC (esp.
LC = 1) will result in lower costs but might result in more frequent violations of the
SLA.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of data placement and TLL (with LC = 2). The data
placement consists of the locales where the data should be placed (replicated). Locales
in the TLL provide a high degree of assurance that they will satisfy desired SLA for
each DC location. For example, a GDSS server running on Asia NE can access data
stored on Asia SE (S3) and US West (EBS-gp2) for both Get and Put requests without
SLA violation. In Section 3.3.2, we will discuss in detail how the GDSS can use the
multiple options in the TLL at runtime to avoid SLA violations.
Optimization Problem Formulation
Given the inputs, we formulate the data placement problem as a constrained optimiza-
tion problem, which we solve using mixed integer programming (MIP). The details of
the formulation are as follows.
Variables: We define three sets of output variables:
∀i, j ∈ D,∀t ∈ DjS : Tijt
Tijt are binary variables (0 or 1): if 1, data can be retrieved from or written to storage
tier t in DC j from DC i within SLA (with a consideration for extra latency for a global
lock and data distribution for strong consistency).
∀i ∈ D,∀t ∈ DiS : Pit
Pit are binary variables (0 or 1): if 1, data will be stored (replicated) in storage tier t
in DC i.
∀i, j, k ∈ D,∀t ∈ DkS : Bijkt
Bijkt are binary variables (0 or 1): if 1, DC j will send update to storage tier t in DC k
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when DC i sent a Put request to DC j.
Objective: Minimize Total cost = Get cost + Put cost + Broadcast cost + Storage
cost, where,
Get cost: ∑
i
·Ageti ·
∑
j
∑
t
Tijt · (Sizei · (Cnetworkji + Cretjt ) + Cget reqjt )
Put cost: ∑
i
·Aputi ·
∑
j
∑
t
Tijt · (Sizei · (Cnetworkij + Cwritejt ) + Cput reqjt )
Broadcast cost:∑
i
·Aputi
∑
j
∑
k
∑
l
Bijkt · (Sizei · (Cnetworkjk + Cwritekt ) + Cput reqkt )
Storage Cost: ∑
i
∑
t
Pit · Sizei · Cstorageit
Here, we compute the Get and Put costs as the data retrieval and write costs based
on the number of requests, the estimated object sizes, inter-DC network cost, and intra-
DC storage tier access and request cost. Broadcast cost is the cost of broadcasting
updates to all replicas and is based on the number of put operations along with the cost
of propagating the writes to other DCs. The storage cost is the cost of storing data and
is computed based on the storage price and amount of data stored at each storage tier.
Constraints:
Set number of locales in TLL:
∀i, j ∈ D,∀t ∈ DjS
∑
j
∑
t
Tijt = LC
Set minimum number of replicas for availability:
∀i ∈ D,∀t ∈ DiS
∑
i
∑
t
Pit ≥ F + 1
At most one storage tier in each DC:
∀i ∈ D,∀t ∈ DiS
∑
t
Pit ≤ 1
Latency SLA constraint:
For eventual consistency:
∀i, j ∈ D,∀t ∈ DjS(Lnetworkij + Lget/putjt ≤ SLAget/put) if (Tijt = 1)
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For strong consistency:
∀i, j, l ∈ D,∀t ∈ DjS(Lnetworkij + Lget/putjt + 2 · Lnetworkjk(k=Center)
+ δisput ·max(Lnetworkjl ) ≤ SLAget/put) if (Tijt = 1), (3.1)
where, δisput indicates whether this is a Put request.
3.3.2 Handling Dynamics
Placement Re-evaluation
TripS may re-evaluate the optimal data placement if the GDSS detects sustained changes
in application workloads (e.g., access patterns, location of request origins) or the envi-
ronment (e.g., network latencies, failures) that can compromise the applications’ goals.
Alternately, TripS could periodically re-evaluate the data placement to handle potential
dynamics, as done in other systems [15, 16]. Re-evaluating a new data placement can be
expensive as solving the optimization problem incurs additional overhead. In addition,
frequent re-evaluation of data placement can cause unnecessary data migration which is
expensive. To prevent TripS/GDSS from thrashing in response to short-time dynamics,
a GDSS can set a period threshold to determine whether to re-evaluate data place-
ment ensuring the dynamics are not transient. The handling of short-term dynamics is
discussed below.
When a new data placement is very different from the previous one, data migration
might be required for minimized cost. However, migrating old data can lead to signif-
icant cost in a GDSS. In this work, we assume that data migration is handled by the
underlying GDSS. That is, GDSS will determine whether it migrates data or not when
it gets a new data placement from TripS. In our prototype, we use lazy reactive data
migration in which migration is triggered when data stored on the previous locale is
accessed and leave proactive data migration strategies to future work.
Locale Switching with TLL
While placement re-evaluation handles dynamics at coarse time-scales, it is desirable to
achieve SLA goals even in the presence of dynamics in short time-scales. As discussed
in Section 3.3.1, a TLL consists of locales that can all nominally satisfy the SLA. The
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(1) First access {US West, EBS- gp2}
(2) Access {Asia SE, S3} 
if violations occur in US West
{US West, EBS-gp2}
{Asia SE, S3}
Asia NE
- Target Locale List (TLL)
Asia NE ⇨ (1) {US West, EBS-gp2}
(2) {Asia SE, S3}
Figure 3.3: Locale switching example.
GDSS can thus switch locales to avoid SLA violations due to short-term dynamics at
run-time. When a request arrives to a GDSS, it finds the cheapest (minimum monetary
cost) locale to minimize cost using TLL and cost information. If it detects that a
violation could happen using this tier based on latency information, it then finds the
next cheapest locale in the TLL, and so on. For example, figure 3.3 shows how the
GDSS server running on Asia NE (from the figure 3.2) can access data without SLA
violations in the presence of dynamics. To handle requests, the server first accesses US
West EBS gp2 that leads the cheapest cost due to cheaper outbound network of US
West DC and zero request cost of EBS gp2. If the server detects SLA violations from
US West EBS gp2 due to dynamics, it now accesses Asia SE S3 to avoid SLA violations.
Note, applications cannot avoid the penalty introduced by dynamics for Put requests if
they want to achieve strong consistency i.e., data needs to be updated synchronously to
all locales. This problem for Put requests can be relaxed by changing the consistency
model to a weaker one e.g., eventual consistency as shown in Section 2.3.4.
Having multiple locales in the TLL allows applications using TripS-enabled GDSS to
trade off cost with performance in the presence of dynamics over short-time scales. One
benefit is that this pro-active placement can reduce the cost of dynamic re-evaluation
of placement. This is particularly true for transient dynamics.
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3.4 TripS Implementation
We have implemented TripS on top of the Wiera GDSS presented in Chapter 2. Wiera
manages the underlying storage and interacts directly with applications to provide data
access. Wiera relies upon TripS to make automated data placement decisions that Wiera
enacts. Note that Wiera is just an example of GDSS to show how GDSS can utilize and
interact with TripS for data placement decision. Any GDSS or applications can utilize
TripS based on their requirements as mentioned in Section 3.3.
Table 3.2: TripS API
API Arguments Functions
set cost cost information Set cost information
set goals application goals Set applications’ goals
evaluate monitoring information Evaluate dataplacement
3.4.1 TripS Interfaces and Execution
Table 3.2 shows the TripS API. In our prototype implementation, Wiera sends cost in-
formation, applications’ goals and monitoring information e.g., network latency, storage
latency and access pattens through TripS API that is declared and implemented with
Thrift [32] to make a new data placement decision. TripS can be executed as a stan-
dalone server but it runs alongside the global Wiera instance server in this work. TripS
uses PuLP [50] (toolkit for linear programming in Python) to model a data placement
problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) and uses solver CPLEX [51] to solve
the optimization problem.
3.4.2 Wiera Extensions
We have added a few monitoring components (for monitoring information) and addi-
tional events/responses (for handling dynamics) to Wiera to enable it to enact the data
placement via the TripS API. Wiera now exposes APIs e.g., set cost() and set goal()
that forwards the cost information and the applications goals to TripS. As discussed
above, a Wiera global instance consists of multiple local instances. Based on the data
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placement decision, it’s possible that only a subset of these local instances may store
data at any point of time. In what follows, we use active instance to refer to a local
instance that is participating in the current data placement and an inactive instance to
one that does not (i.e., it is available but is not currently chosen to store data).
Monitoring Components
A few monitoring components have been added to Wiera to utilize TripS. Note that
these could be provided either by a GDSS (as now in Wiera) or an external monitoring
service that a GDSS relies upon.
• Network Latency Monitoring between DCs: For network latency information
between DCs, local instances send “ping” messages periodically to each other to
estimate the network latency between them.
• Storage Latencies and workload information:Wiera has a monitor to check
latency for each Get/Put request and number of requests for each object. To handle
short and coarse time-scale dynamics, each instance needs to know other instances’
storage tier latency and number of requests. To this end, the local storage tier latency
information of an instance and number of requests are exchanged and piggybacked
on the response for the “ping” message.
• Background Storage Latency Monitoring: For TripS to work well, the storage
latency of all tiers must be updated. In Wiera this is done automatically for all
active instances that are used and accessed (thus, the monitoring suffers no additional
cost). However, inactive instances (and tiers) will not have a chance to be accessed
as requests are handled by other instances (and storage tiers). To avoid outdated
latency information for inactive instances, a dedicated thread in each local instance
periodically checks the latency for storage tiers by sending empty Put and Get requests
to them. Since some storage tiers are charged for requests, e.g., S3, Wiera needs to
set this period carefully to reduce the cost for monitoring.
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Wiera UpdateDataPlacement = { 
events: [{e_type: RequestsMonitoring, condition: {forwarded: > 20%, period: 30 secs}, 
responses: [{r_type: UpdateDataPlacement, params: {goals_and_cost_info}}]}]}
Figure 3.4: A new response updating data placement.
New Response for Updating Data Placement
Figure 3.4 shows a policy that handles coarse time-scale dynamics using RequestsMon-
itoring event in TripS-enabled Wiera. We let RequestsMonitoring monitor the number
of application requests from each local instance and notify the global Wiera instance if
there is a substantial change. Specifically, a change to the data placement is triggered
when more than 20% of requests are forwarded within a specific time period. When
the instance monitoring RequestsMonitoring event sees the changes sustained for a time
period greater than a threshold, it asks the global Wiera instance to re-evaluate data
placement through the newly added UpdateDataPlacement response. Then, the global
Wiera instance calls the evaluate() function of TripS. We will show how short time-scale
dynamics can be handled in Section 3.4.3.
3.4.3 Handling Requests
In this section, we describe how Wiera works with the data placement and the TLL
generated by TripS to handle Put and Get requests, and to adapt to short time-scale
dynamics.
Get Requests
When a local instance receives a Get request, it finds the cheapest locale from the TLL.
Typically, it retrieves data from the local storage tier if the instance has data stored
locally, otherwise, it simply forwards the request to a locale in the TLL that offers the
minimum cost.
Put Requests
In native Wiera, any local instance that receives a Put request distributes the update to
all other instances. In TripS-enabled Wiera, only selected active instances need to store
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Wiera SwitchLocales = { 
events: [{e_type: ActionPut,
responses: [{r_type: Forward, params: {to: cheapest, from: TLL}}]}]}
Figure 3.5: Switching locale policy.
data to minimize cost and hence, only these need to be updated. All Put requests are
handled by locales in the TLL. When an instance receives a Put request from an appli-
cation, it checks the TLL to find the cheapest locale to store the data. This initial locale
selection considers the subsequent costs that must be paid to propagate updates from
this initial locale. When an active instance handles a Put request (from applications
or other instances), it distributes the update to all other instances. It is possible that
it may forward the request to another instance in the TLL if doing so is cheaper than
writing locally and distributing the update to other instances, i.e., when the local DC’s
outbound network cost is expensive.2 To minimize network cost, only metadata–
including key, size, access frequency, locale information, version (if supported), and last
access time—is sent to inactive instances as they do not need to store data but need to
know data locations to redirect their Get requests.
Switching Locales
Locales in a TLL nominally satisfy SLA goals as mentioned in Section 3.3.2. Figure 3.5
shows a policy that handles short time-scale dynamics by switching locales. To handle
requests with minimum cost, local instances use the cheapest adaptive storage abstrac-
tion (ASA) explained in Section 2.3.5. The cheapest abstraction finds the cheapest
locale in the TLL using cost information. If a local instance detects an SLA viola-
tion for the cheapest locale, it finds (switches to) the next cheaper locale (possibly a
nearby DC’s storage tier) at run-time to avoid SLA violation. It can switch back to the
cheaper locale based on updated monitoring information later on. Since Wiera migrates
data lazily, after a placement re-evaluation, some Get requests may initially be served
from locales in the old TLL, while Put requests are always served from locales in the
current TLL. Figure 3.4 shows a policy that handles coarse time-scale dynamics using
2 This is similar to “relayed update propagation” in SPANStore.
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RequestsMonitoring event in TripS-enabled Wiera.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the TripS prototype on Wiera in Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure. For
AWS, we used DCs across 8 regions: US East (Virginia), US East 2 (Ohio), US West
(North California), US West 2 (Oregon), CA Central (Montreal), Europe West (Ireland),
Asia Southeast (Singapore), and Asia Northeast (Tokyo). For Azure, we used DCs at
3 regions: US East, US West, and EU South. All application instances (clients) run in
AWS. Due to network cost difference, e.g., Amazon charges $0.02 / GB for outbound
network to other Amazon’s DCs and $0.09 / GB to the Internet, and Microsoft charges
$0.087∼ $0.181 / GB based on destinations, we find that TripS typically chooses to store
data in Amazon’s DCs. Therefore, we show results that include only Amazon’s DCs,
except for one scenario where we are able to utilize both AWS and Azure together. TripS
and global Wiera instance servers are running on Amazon US East (Virginia) region
while local Wiera instances are running in all the regions. We used AWS t2.medium (2
vCPU 4 GB of RAM) for TripS/Wiera to have more CPUs for CPLEX and MIP solver.
For local Wiera instances, we used EC2 t2.micro instances, 1 vCPU, 1 GB of RAM,
16 GB of EBS storage, 500 GB of EBS-st1 and 2 GB of EBS-gp2 unless mentioned
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otherwise. Note that, TripS does not cause any overhead to underlying GDSS as it is
not involved in the data path. The time for computing data placement has a negligible
impact on the overall cost as we can see that TripS can solve the optimization problem
in 1.3 seconds with t2.medium (2 vCPU 4 GB of RAM) for our experiment setting of 8
locations and 3 storage tiers per DC.
For the workloads, we use both workload A: An update heavy workload (50% Put
and 50% Get) and B: Read mostly workload (5% Put and 95% Get) derived from the
Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark [35]. We mainly show the result with workload B
as we can see the similar pattern of results from both. Likewise, we mainly show the
results with eventual consistency due to space constraints. For EBS-st1, to avoid the
OS cache buffer effect, we assign a latency penalty (10 ms) as reported by others [52].
This is a reasonable penalty as we can see that the average disk seek times are 13.38
ms (29.51 ms 95 percentile) and 16.29 ms (38.09 ms 95 percentile) for random read
and write (9:1 and 5:5 ratios respectively) with the system performance benchmarking
tool [36] for EBS-st1. For EBS-gp2, we do not assign any latency penalty as its seek
time is less than 1 ms. For comparison purposes, we simulate Spanstore with TripS by
allowing TripS to use only a single storage tier from each DC, e.g., either only S3 or
only EBS-st1. Lastly, all cost information we use in this thesis is as of Feb 2017.
3.5.1 Optimizing Data Placement
In this section, we show how TripS chooses locales for a diversity of access patterns
and data sizes. In this experiment, we consider two scenarios: 1) latency-sensitive Web
applications that use mostly small and frequently accessed data and 2) data analytic
applications that mostly use large and infrequently accessed data. We use two simulated
workloads with eventual consistency: 1) 8 KB average data size and 10,000 Get accesses
and 1,000 Put accesses from each of the 8 DC locations for the Web application scenario
and 2) 100 MB average data size and 1,000 Get accesses and 100 Put access from each
of the 8 DC locations for the data analytic framework scenario. For storage cost, we
use daily cost for workload 1 and monthly cost for workload 2. We use 200 ms for Get
SLA and 350 ms for Put SLA for workload 1 and 500 ms for Get SLA and 850 ms Put
SLA for workload 2.
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Table 3.3: Cost comparison (Costs are normalized to “US
East and Asia SE”)
DC locations Storage Network Total
US East only 45.5% 263.6% 263.1%
US East and Asia SE 100% 100% 100%
Table 3.4: Data placement and cost comparison
LC Data Placement Storage Network Total
1
US East (EBS-st1), US East 2 (EBS-st1),
US West 2 (EBS-st1)
100% 100% 100%
2
US East (EBS-st1), US East 2 (EBS-gp2),
US West 2 (EBS-st1)
140.7% 100% 105.3%
3
US East (EBS-gp2), US East 2 (EBS-gp2),
US West (EBS-st1)
188.1% 100% 111.5%
4
US East (EBS-gp2), US East 2 (EBS-gp2),
US West (EBS-st1), CA Central (EBS-gp2)
269.6% 166.7% 180.1%
Figure 3.6 shows the cost comparison between simulated Spanstore (considering only
a single storage tier) and TripS (considering multiple storage tiers). From the figure, we
can see that TripS can minimize cost for both workloads by exploiting multiple storage
tiers. For workload 1, TripS mainly chooses EBS-st1 as it does not charge for requests.
For Workload 2, TripS chooses only S3 as the storage cost is a non-negligible portion of
the overall cost. This pattern of results is similar to Grandet [26] that considers multiple
storage tiers within a single DC. Yet, our results consider multiple DCs while Grandet
only considers a single DC that is insufficient for a multi-DC environment. For example,
if data is placed only in US East, then applications running in Asia SE cannot meet
any SLA lower than the inter-DC latency between the 2 DCS, which is more than 220
ms. In addition, even if we had a high latency requirement, using a single DC can lead
to higher total cost due to network cost. Table 3.3 shows the cost comparison between
using a single centralized DC US East (as in Grandet) and using 2 DCs US East and
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Figure 3.7: Comparing Storage Cost. Costs are normalized to the TripS cost.
Asia SE (2 replicas) with Workload 1. While using a single DC can reduce storage
cost, it leads to extra network cost to access data from a remote region that is more
expensive in a multi-cloud environment. These results show that both DC locations and
storage tiers should be considered for optimal data placement and that TripS chooses
DC locations (as in Spanstore) and storage tiers (as in Grandet) based on workloads
and access patterns while minimizing overall cost in a multi-DC environment.
3.5.2 Dynamic Data Placement
Access pattern (reads vs. writes and user location) is an important factor to be con-
sidered as shown in many previous systems such as Tuba [14] and Volley [16]. In
this section, we show how TripS can minimize storage cost by handling access pattern
changes while achieving applications’ goals. In this experiment, local Wiera instances
are running on 8 regions. 10 clients are running per region. The number of active
clients is increased and decreased in a cyclic manner from Asia Northeast to US West
to mimic a diurnal access pattern. We calculate provisioned storage cost on a day (24
hours) basis as we simulated a daily access pattern. Simulated clients send requests to
instances for each region using YCSB workload B: Read mostly workload (5% Put and
95% Get). We use the UpdateDataPlacement policy (Figure 3.4) in which a new data
placement request is sent to TripS/Wiera as a response for RequestsMonitoring which
monitors the number of requests sent from simulated clients at each instance. We use
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varying data sizes 4 KB, 128 KB, and 768 KB to mimic a photo sharing application’s
workload based on real-world statistics as in previous work [26]. We set 80 ms for the
Get SLA, 200 ms for the Put SLA and LC = 1.
Figure 3.7 shows the cost benefit compared to simulated Spanstore settings that
are limited to a single storage tier at each DC. Note that for the single storage tier
cases, i.e., S3 and EBS-st1, we also re-evaluate data placement to handle changes like
in Spanstore. For the 4 KB size, TripS can reduce overall cost 98.1% compared to
S3 only cases and 17.5% for EBS-st1 only. The results show that using block storage
(EBS-st1) can reduce overall cost significantly for small and frequently accessed data
as S3 charges for each request, e.g., $0.0000004 and $0.000005 for a single Get and Put
request respectively in the US East region while EBS-st1 does not charge for requests.
This corresponds to the result in Section 3.5.1. From the experiment log, we can see
that TripS avoids using S3 and chooses EBS-st1 and EBS-gp2. Even with the expensive
storage cost for EBS-gp2, we can see that TripS chooses EBS-gp2 when it can reduce
the number of replicas in order to reduce network traffic for distributing updates. For
128 KB data, TripS can reduce storage cost 65.8% and 14.96% for S3 and EBS-st1 only
cases respectively. For 768 KB, TripS can reduce storage cost 29.8% and 18.4% as in
other experiments. The results confirm that TripS can provide reduced overall cost by
exploiting multiple storage tiers in multiple DCs in comparison with single storage tier
GDSS’s such as Spanstore even in the presence of changing workload patterns.
3.5.3 Short-Time Scale Dynamics
Next, we show how TripS enables the underlying GDSS to handle short time-scale dy-
namics by switching locales at run-time as specified in the SwitchLocales policy (Figure
3.5), using 100 ms for Get SLA and 200 ms for Put SLA and a period threshold of 10
seconds. In this experiment, instances are running in North America region, US East
(Virginia), US East 2 (Ohio), US West (North California), US West 2 (Oregon) and
CA Central (Montreal), and simulated applications send requests to instances in all the
regions using workload B in YCSB. We use 8 KB data size in this experiment.
Initially, TripS evaluates the data placement with an assumption that all instances
receive the same number of requests from each location. Table 3.4 shows the data
placement evaluated with LC = 1, LC = 2, LC = 3, and LC = 4. The table also shows
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Figure 3.8: Applications-perceived latency running on US East.
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the extra cost as LC is increased. We can see that TripS chooses faster (expensive)
storage tier (EBS-gp2) with extra cost to satisfy LC constraints. However, the total cost
is dominated by network cost rather than storage cost in a multi-cloud environment.
So as shown in the table, increased total cost is 5.3% and 11.5%. For LC = 3, there is
no network cost change even with a DC location change from US West 2 to US West
as both DCs have the same network cost policy. Lastly, the table shows that LC = 4
increases the number of replicas that leads to a higher network cost. Thus, applications
can trade off cost with performance in the presence of dynamics using the LC parameter.
Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the latency for Get operations in US East when LC is
set to 1 and 2 respectively. The bold line in the figure indicates the application-perceived
latency. For LC = 1 and LC = 2, the application sees around 12 ms as it retrieves data
from local (US East) EBS-st1. We inject delays into the US East instance to simulate
network or storage delay. In the figure, we can see that there are 3 simulated delays
(a) 60 ms delay for 30 seconds, (b) 120 ms delay for 180 seconds, and (c) 120 ms delay
for 5 seconds. In both cases, delay (a) does not cause any Get SLA violation. For the
delay (b), applications suffer a Get SLA violation at around 180 seconds when LC =
1. However, for LC = 2, TripS/Wiera switches locales to retrieve data from US East 2
EBS-gp2 storage to avoid the violation. For the delay (c), TripS/Wiera does not switch
the locales because the delay occurred less than period threshold (10 seconds).
Figure 3.8(c) shows the latency for Get operations in US East for LC = 3. Here, the
application sees less than 1 ms as it retrieves data from local (US East) EBS-gp2. We
inject the same delays into both the US East and US East 2 instances simultaneously.
When the instance in US East detects a delay from local (EBS-gp2), it first switches
to remote (US East 2) EBS-gp2 which also leads to a Get SLA violation. Once the
instance detects a delay from US East 2, it switches to US West EBS-st1 to avoid SLA
violation.
For both Figures 3.8(b) and 3.8(c), there is additional network cost as the instance
in US East has to access non-local storage. Figure 3.9 shows that the extra cost reduces
the rate of Get violations by 91.72% with 12.8% extra cost for dynamic in US East and
by 91.14% with 19.7% extra cost for concurrent dynamics in US East and US East 2.
We can see a similar pattern of results from all locations with varying latency from the
second cheapest locale based on the network latency between DCs. These results show
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that TripS can enable a GDSS to adaptively switch locales to handle short time-scale
dynamics, with a slightly higher cost.
Using Multiple Providers
Due to the long-haul network latency between DCs, it may not be possible to achieve
low latency SLA in a single provider multi-DC environment, if an application desires
a TLL with LC>1. However, TripS can exploit multiple DCs (possibly belonging to
multiple cloud providers) within a geographic region to achieve these constraints. To
show this, we use the exact same experiment setting as the previous section but with
a much lower SLA, e.g., Get SLA of 10 ms, Put SLA of 20 ms and LC = 2. In this
experiment, instances are running in 6 DCs of AWS and Azure, US East, US West, and
EU South i.e., there are 2 DCs in each region. We also inject delays into the US East
instance. We measure the latency for Get operations in AWS US East.
Figure 3.10 shows applications can avoid 88% Get violations yet with 585% extra
cost due to the network traffic for distributing updates to all 6 locations. To relax the
cost issue, TripS may enable applications to set LC only for a specific region e.g., only
US East region needs to meet LC constraint. This result shows that TripS can exploit
multiple providers’ DCs to achieve very stringent SLAs and availability constraints albeit
with higher cost.
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Figure 3.10: Get SLA violation rate and cost increasing rate for latency-critical appli-
cations. All values are normalized to LC = 1.
3.5.4 Benchmark and Application Scenario
To see that TripS can help real applications achieve SLA goals, we ran the open-source
YCSB Benchmark, and a Web application, Retwis on TripS/Wiera. Since both use
Redis [53] as a backend storage, we implement Redis functions e.g., lpush, lrange, sadd,
and srem wrapper interfaces on top of Wiera and modify less than 10 lines of code
of the Redis YCSB module and Retwis to enable them to use TripS/Wiera instead of
Redis. We ignore the overhead of the wrapper class as we can see that less than 2 ms
is required for transforming data from binary format in TripS to the Redis supported
data set (hash, map, list and so on).
YCSB Benchmark
To see that local instances can access data within the SLA, we ran the YCSB benchmark
client from all 8 locations. We use the same experimental setting as in Section 3.5.2,
i.e., 80 ms for Get SLA, 200 ms for Put SLA, 1 for LC, and eventual consistency
without changing data placement. YCSB client sends 1,000 operations with YCSB
workload B (95% read, 5% write) to Wiera from each DC location. Read and update
operations in the YCSB client correspond to the Get and Put operation of Wiera.
Initially, TripS chooses US East 2 EBS-gp2, EU West EBS-st1, and Asia NE EBS-gp2
for data placement. Figure 3.11(a) shows the average read and update latency. YCSB
clients can see lower latency than the desired SLA latency. For those YCSB clients
running on US East 2, EU West, and Asia NE, they can see lower latency than other
instances as they have data in the local DC. The YCSB client running on US East also
can see lower latency as it is close to US East 2 in terms of network latency (<12 ms).
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(b) Average Get and Put latency for Retwis.
Figure 3.11: Applications-perceived latency running on US East.
We can see similar results for workload A with strong consistency. This result shows
that TripS helps applications achieve desired SLA goals with minimized storage cost.
Retwis
Retwis is a simple Web application that implements the functions of Twitter (loading
timelines, posting, following and so on) that perform Gets and Puts on Redis. We use
Retwis-py (Retwis written in Python) [54] and modify it to use TripS with a Python
wrapper interface instead of Redis. We use the same experiment setting for the YCSB
benchmark but with changing data placement. For the workload, we generate 1K users
and assign 125 users to each DC of 8 locations. The number of active users increases
and decreases from Asia Northeast to US West to mimic a diurnal access pattern as
done in Section 3.5.2. Active users randomly choose between a few operations, i.e.,
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read timeline (77%), post a new twitter (15%), follow another user (5%), and unfollow
a user (3%). We run this experiment using the UpdateDataPlacement policy (Figure
3.4) to handle users access pattern changes. Note that each Retwis function requires
multiple Get and Put operations, e.g., following requires 2 Get and 2 Put requests to
TripS/Wiera. In our experiments, we measure and report Get and Put latencies.
Figure 3.11(b) shows the average Get and Put latency that Retwis can see from each
location. Similar to the YCSB benchmark in Section 3.5.4, we see both Get and Put
average latency are lower than the desired SLA goals. Latency can be different for Get
and Put from a few locations as those locations have a chance to access either local or
a remote storage tier based on the data placement and TLL. Even with this variation,
the results show that Retwis can achieve the desired SLA while handling access pattern
changes. This result shows Web applications can get the benefit of TripS with minimum
effort.
3.6 Related Work
Automatic Data Placement Storage Systems: Many previous storage systems
[14, 15, 16], re-evaluate data placement to achieve applications’ goals. However, these
storage systems do not consider multiple storage tiers but only DC locations. Since
cloud providers are offering numerous storage tiers, it is not an easy task for applications
to choose optimized storage tiers in multiple DCs. TripS considers both data locations
and storage tiers to generate data placement while achieving applications’ desired goals.
Multi-Tiered Storage: Tiera [17] and Grandet [26] are two systems that exploit mul-
tiple storage tiers within a single DC. Additionally, Grandet has an optimizer for storage
tier selection to minimize cost. While Wiera presented in Chapter 2 exploits multiple
storage tiers in multiple DCs, Wiera developers have to choose DC locations and stor-
age tiers which is not an easy task. TripS solves this problem for Wiera (and for any
GDSS) by evaluating optimized data placement and TLL that can be applied at run-
time to minimize storage cost while achieving an application’s desired performance goal.
Policy-Driven Storage: The policy architecture for distributed storage systems (PADS)
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[41] was proposed for system designers to construct a new distributed storage system
easily. In Chapter 2, we explored building a storage framework called Wiera that helps
applications specify a tiered storage instance consisting of multiple storage tiers and
DCs in a policy. In this chapter, we extended the Wiera policy specification to min-
imize storage cost automatically while achieving desired goals that exploits multiple
storage tiers and DC locations with the aid of TripS.
Geo-distributed Data Analytics: Many works [55, 56, 57, 58] were proposed to
overcome the limits of popular centralized data analytic frameworks e.g., Hadoop [59]
and Spark [13] that perform poorly in geo-distributed setting in which network band-
width between DCs is the most expensive and scarce resource. All of these works
show that optimized data placement (minimized network traffics) is important for geo-
distributed data analytics to improve overall performance. While we mainly focus on
latency-sensitive applications in this work, enabling those geo-distributed data analytic
frameworks i.e., network bandwidth-intensive applications, to obtain the benefits of
TripS is left as future work.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced TripS, a system that determines the data placement
automatically for geo-distributed storage systems on behalf of applications in a multi-
tiered, multi-cloud environment. TripS considers both data center locations and storage
tiers to minimize overall cost while satisfying applications’ goals and constraints. TripS
evaluates the data placement by solving a constrained optimization problem formulation
with given inputs. In addition, it also generated target locale list to adapt quickly to
dynamics. To validate the benefits of TripS, we have implemented TripS on our GDSS
called Wiera. We illustrated how TripS enables a GDSS to handle both coarse and
short time-scale dynamics by enhancing the event and response mechanism of Wiera.
The experimental results across a geo-distributed storage cloud consisting of AWS and
Azure storage tiers showed that TripS can lower cost 14.96% ∼ 98.1% based on workloads
and significantly reduce SLA violations with minimal extra cost. We presented a novel
tuning knob, the LC parameter, that can allow the user to tradeoff cost with performance
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and/or fault tolerance. We showed that TripS enables applications to achieve SLA goals
with a popular benchmark tool for cloud storage (YCSB). Lastly, we showed that a web
application (Retwis) can get the benefits of TripS (e.g., handling dynamics with reduced
cost) with minimal modification.
Chapter 4
Kimchi: A Network Cost-aware
Geo-distributed Data Analytics
System
4.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, we presented storage systems supporting latency-sensitive Internet
applications that want to exploit heterogeneous storage tiers and to determine optimal
data placement in a multi-cloud environment. In this chapter, we study different type
of applications that has different workloads compared to Internet applications and show
how they can exploit heterogeneous network resources to achieve their desired cost-
performance tradeoff preferences in a multi-cloud environment.
4.1.1 Motivation
Recently, geo-distributed data analytics (GDA) has become a popular method for mining
valuable information from globally distributed big data generated by users and systems
in a multi-cloud environment,1 in areas as diverse as querying global trend detection
on social network data, and log monitoring of geo-distributed CDN servers [60, 61, 62].
1 We use the term multi-cloud to refer to both a single cloud provider that spans multiple DCs as
well as multiple DCs that span multiple cloud providers.
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One simple approach is to aggregate all data within a single data center (DC) and
then analyze the data using a data analytic framework, e.g., Hadoop [59] and Spark
[13]. However, this requires a significant amount of time for migrating large amounts
of data into a centralized DC via a scarce and expensive resource, WAN bandwidth.
Another alternative is to process data in-place, but it is well-known that Hadoop and
Spark perform poorly in a geo-distributed setting due to the large overhead of inter-DC
traffic in the shuﬄe stages [63].
To address this network overhead, numerous approaches have been proposed [55, 56,
57, 58, 64, 65, 66] that attempt to minimize network usage and consider heterogeneous
network bandwidth in their scheduling and data placement decisions. However, much
of the existing work focuses primarily on how to efficiently use the WAN for perfor-
mance but does not address data transfer cost ($),2 one of the most expensive and
heterogeneous resources in a multi-cloud environment. This cost can be significant for
continuous queries that require large data transfer between DCs. Recent works [67, 68]
confirmed that the cost of WAN bandwidth makes up a significant fraction of the overall
cost.
One may think that minimizing WAN usage results in minimized cost. Yet, this is
not always true due to heterogeneous cloud pricing policies, e.g., up to an 8X inter-DC
transfer cost difference even within the same cloud provider (AWS), and a 12.5X cost
difference across cloud providers (AWS and Azure), as shown in Table 4.1. Since a
large amount of data transfer in a GDA occurs between DCs [58, 69, 70], a GDA may
encounter the cost-bottleneck due to a cost-agnostic approach that may significantly
inflate operational cost.
In this chapter, we argue that data transfer cost must be a first-class consideration
for a GDA running in a multi-cloud environment to avoid this cost-bottleneck. To
consider cost, we are motivated by the following questions.
• What is the minimal query execution time given a target cost budget ($)?
• What is the feasible cost range to execute a query?
• How can a GDA achieve the desired cost-performance tradeoff in a multi-cloud envi-
ronment?
2 We use the term cost to refer to monetary cost of data transfer unless mentioned.
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Table 4.1: Heterogeneous data transfer cost (per GB) be-
tween DCs (as of Jan, 2019) - SA: South America, AP: Asia
Pacific.
Origin
Destination AWS Azure
US East SA East AP NE US East SA East AP NE
AWS
US East $0 $0.02 $0.02 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09
SA East $0.16 $0 $0.16 $0.25 $0.25 $0.25
AP NE $0.09 $0.09 $0 $0.126 $0.126 $0.126
Azure
US East $0.087 $0.087 $0.087 $0 $0.087 $0.087
SA East $0.181 $0.181 $0.181 $0.181 $0 $0.181
AP NE $0.138 $0.138 $0.138 $0.138 $0.138 $0
• How can a GDA handle dynamics for better performance during query execution
without additional cost?
To answer these questions, we have designed and implemented Kimchi, a cost-aware
GDA system. The goal of Kimchi is to explore a richer cost-performance tradeoff space
and to achieve the best performance within a desired cost budget. To this end, Kimchi
solves a constrained MIP (mixed integer programming) task placement problem that
meets a desired tradeoff preference.
One significant challenge to cost-reduction is dynamics that are common in a multi-
cloud environment [68, 71, 72], e.g., network contention and bandwidth changes, but
most GDA systems [56, 55, 57, 58, 64, 65] ignored dynamics during query execution.
While handling dynamics is important for performance, a large data migration may
occur for handing dynamics that may lead to a cost-bottleneck. To adapt quickly to
dynamics and avoid the cost-bottleneck, Kimchi uses a heuristic that adjusts task place-
ment with a cost-awareness at run-time. Finally, Kimchi considers an asynchronous
model, i.e., push-based shuﬄe mechanism [73, 74, 64], that overcomes the barrier syn-
chronization of MapReduce programming model for cost-aware performance to avoid
the possible cost-bottleneck.
A prototype implementation of Kimchi is built on the Spark [13] framework and we
support new Spark properties that control Kimchi settings, so Spark applications can
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utilize Kimchi without any modification. We evaluate Kimchi on AWS using the well-
known benchmarks TPC-DS [75] and TeraSort [76] to show its benefit. Experimental
results show that Kimchi reduces cost by up to 24% without impacting performance
and reduces query execution time by up to 70% without impacting cost compared to
a centralized approach, the vanilla Spark scheduler, and a bandwidth-aware approach,
e.g., Iridium [58]. In addition, the results show that Kimchi can handle dynamics during
query execution without additional cost. More importantly, Kimchi allows applications
to explore a richer tradeoff space between cost and performance given different data
distribution in a multi-cloud environment.
Table 4.2: Feature comparison with state-of-the-art. 4 indi-
cates that metric is considered but with limitations.
Clarinet Iridium Tetrium Kimchi
Heterogeneous network B/W X X X X
Heterogeneous network cost X
Cost-performance tradeoff 4 4 X
Handling dynamics 4 X
4.1.2 Research Contributions
The main contributions in Kimchi are:
• Designing and implementing Kimchi, the first GDA system (to the best of our knowl-
edge) that optimizes task placement with a consideration of heterogeneous data transfer
cost ($) in a multi-cloud environment.
• Observing that minimizing data transfer size may not lead to the minimum cost.
• Formulating and solving the cost-aware task placement problem that allows applica-
tions to explore this richer cost-performance tradeoff space.
• Handling dynamics during query execution for cost-aware performance that avoids
expensive re-evaluation of global task placement.
• Applying our solution to a push-based shuﬄe mechanism that maintains low cost and
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Figure 4.1: An example of geo-distributed DCs where a GDA is running to analyze
geo-distributed data.
improves query performance.
Table 4.2 shows the comparison between state-of-the-art solutions and Kimchi.
While all prior approaches consider heterogeneous network bandwidth, they do not
consider heterogeneous data transfer cost. This network cost-agnostic approach can
lead to a cost-bottleneck. For the cost-performance tradeoff, Iridium [58] and Tetrium
[66] offered a knob to explore the trade-off space by limiting WAN usage. These systems,
however, may not achieve a desired tradeoff due to heterogeneous data transfer cost,
i.e., minimizing data transfer size does not necessarily yield minimized data transfer cost
as we will show. To handle dynamics, Tetrium [66] re-evaluates the global optimized
task placement decision. However, it may encounter a cost-bottleneck due to a cost-
agnostic approach for handling dynamics. In addition, frequently re-evaluating global
task placement can incur performance overhead. We will show how Kimchi handles
dynamics while avoiding the cost-bottleneck and performance overhead of re-evaluation
in Section 4.4.2.
4.2 System Model and Problem Statement
4.2.1 System Model
Data Center (DC) Setting: We consider geo-distributed data analytics (GDA) run-
ning in a multi-cloud environment. Figure 4.1 shows the DC locations where a GDA is
running e.g., the master is in US East and the workers are in the other regions. Each
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Figure 4.2: A DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) example for a job with 5 stages.
DC has heterogeneous data transfer cost policies based on geographical locations and
providers as shown in Table 4.1. Cloud providers only charge for outbound data transfer
while inbound data transfer is free of charge. The network bandwidth between DCs is
highly heterogeneous due to different bandwidth capacities and can fluctuate due to
dynamics e.g., network contention on shared network links and bandwidth changes by
cloud providers. While computational resources in each DC are finite due to a cost
constraint and thus can be a performance bottleneck, we attack the WAN bandwidth
as this can significantly inflate cost as well as degrade performance for a large class of
GDA applications, the latter as noted in many previous works [56, 58, 65, 68, 72].
Applications: Applications generate network bandwidth-intensive MapReduce like
queries to a GDA master that will assign tasks to workers that spawn executors to
execute tasks. While applications have different cost-performance tradeoff preferences,
achieving reduced query latency within their desired target budget is desirable for these
applications. We believe that our approach can be applied to any application that
needs to transfer large data frequently between DCs, where cost and performance are
important.
Queries and Data: Figure 4.2 shows a job (query) example that has several stages,
i.e., three map stages (0, 1, and 3) and two shuﬄe stages (2 and 4). Each stage accesses
geo-distributed input data, e.g., stage 0 may access input data from all DCs in Figure
4.1. Map tasks access input data locally and output the results (intermediate data)
locally. Shuﬄe tasks access intermediate data from all DCs. Intermediate data can
be accessed multiple times for a single query, e.g., self-join operation. We make the
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following assumptions.
• Map tasks are executed in-situ with their input data.
• Intermediate data size is large [58, 69, 70].
• The amount of data drops off quickly in subsequent stages for queries that have many
sequential stages [58, 77].
Given these assumptions, map stages are not a performance bottleneck due to data
locality [40, 78, 79] and in-memory caching [13, 80]. In shuﬄe stages, however, large
intermediate data transfer occurs via all-to-all communication among DCs using WAN
bandwidth, the main performance bottleneck in a GDA [55, 56, 57, 58, 64, 65]. For
cost, accessing data (input or intermediate) within a DC does not incur cost. Shuﬄe
stages, however, require large intermediate data transfer via WAN. This incurs cost,
that can cause a cost-bottleneck. In short, shuﬄe stages are the bottleneck for both
performance and cost and we therefore focus on shuﬄe stages in this work. While we
consider multiple stages, determining optimal task placement for multiple shuﬄe stages
results in a non-convex optimization [55, 58, 66]. Instead we adopt a greedy approach
that determines task placement independently for each shuﬄe stage. This approach
may not be optimal for a query but will work well under our assumption: rapid data
size reduction in subsequent stages, i.e., a few shuﬄe stages are significant for overall
cost and performance. For data distribution, we will discuss a richer cost-performance
tradeoff space with varying data distribution in Section 4.6.5.
Barrier Synchronization: In a MapReduce programming model, stages cannot start
until all their dependences are resolved due to barrier synchronization, e.g., stage 2
cannot start until stages 0 and 1 are done. To overcome this limitation, intermediate
data can be pushed to target DCs in the background (asynchronously) in map stages,
i.e., push-based shuﬄe [64, 73, 74]. We consider these two common GDA implementation
models (barrier and push-based) and show how they work in our system in Section 4.4.
Task Placement Problem: The task placement problem consists of determining a set
of tuples (tasks and corresponding DC locations) in order to satisfy the application’s
desired cost-performance tradeoff preference. Task placement is determined for shuﬄe
(or result) stages that need to shuﬄe intermediate data. For example, there are 2 task
placement problems i.e., TP 1 and TP 2, in Figure 4.2. Note, input data is computed
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Figure 4.3: Data transfer latency and data size transferred.
in-situ as assumed thus task placement decisions for map stages are not considered in
this work.
4.2.2 Illustrative Example
In this section, we illustrate how data transfer cost can affect overall operational cost
by applying three different task placement approaches: centralized, even distribution
(scheduling for load balancing), and network bandwidth-aware e.g., Iridium [58], to an
example GDA scenario. We use the example in Iridium for comparison using the intra-
AWS costs as shown in Table 4.1. As an example, consider an application consisting
of a MapReduce query to a GDA that must process data contained in three DCs. The
network environment is as shown in Table 4.3 in which DC A’s downlink is a significant
bottleneck in terms of bandwidth.
Table 4.3: 3 DCs Example.
DC A DC B DC C
Intermediate Data 240MB 120MB 60MB
Uplink BW 10MB/s 10MB/s 10MB/s
Downlink BW 1MB/s 10MB/s 10MB/s
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Figure 4.4: Data transfer cost comparison with varying AWS DC locations, US East,
AP NE, and SA. Costs are normalized to the minimum cost for each configuration.
Figure 4.3 shows the data transfer latency and data size transferred for each ap-
proach. While the centralized approach minimizes data size transferred (180MB: 120MB
from B and 60MB from C to A), it increases data transfer latency significantly (180
secs) due to the network bottleneck in DC A (1MB/s downlink). The bottleneck link
is avoided in the network bandwidth-aware approach in which tasks are assigned based
on given bandwidth, approximately (A: 5% (1MB/s), B: 47.5% (10MB/s), C: 47.5%
(10MB/s)) to minimize data transfer latency (17.1 secs) with more data transferred
(322.5MB: 9MB from B and C to A (9 secs), 142.5MB from A and C to B (14.2 secs),
and 171 MB from A and B to C (17.1 secs)). The even-distribution approach offers
performance somewhere between other approaches as shown in Iridium [58].
Heterogeneous data transfer cost: Figure 4.4 shows the cost comparison with vary-
ing DC locations. Interestingly, the first two left-most cases, (US, AP, SA) and (US, SA,
AP), show that minimizing data transfer size does not necessarily lead to minimized data
transfer cost. That is, the centralized approach results in 131% ∼ 140% cost compared
to the network bandwidth-aware approach even with less data transferred, i.e., 180MB
(centralized) vs. 322.5MB (bandwidth-aware). This is because a large portion of data
needs to be sent from DCs where data transfer cost is expensive i.e., SA and AP NE, in
the centralized approach. For these cases, cost can be minimized if the centralized DC
is determined based on both cost and data size rather than just data size e.g., choosing
AP and SA as the centralized DC for each case respectively can minimize cost, i.e.,
cost-aware centralized. Other cases show that the network bandwidth-aware approach
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can significantly increase the cost up to 5.2X, showing that a consideration of both het-
erogeneous network bandwidth and cost can open up a richer cost-performance tradeoff
space. However, this example also shows the optimization problem to be complex.
Dynamics during query execution: For dynamics, assume that DC B’s downlink
becomes 1MB/s during query execution and the bandwidth-aware approach is used.
This increases data transfer latency significantly (142 seconds: 142.5MB from A and
C to B at worst case) if dynamics are not handled. To avoid this, tasks need to be
re-assigned (A: 8.3% (1MB/s), B: 8.3% (1MB/s), C: 83% (10MB/s)) to minimize per-
formance degradation (299.9MB from A and B to C (30 secs) at worst case). In this
case, network cost can be either increased up by 30% or reduced by 13% based on DC
locations compared to the original task placement, that opens additional tradeoffs.
4.3 Cost-aware Task Placement
4.3.1 Cost and Performance Tradeoff
In a multi-cloud environment, applications may have different cost-performance tradeoff
preferences. For applications that want to have fast query response irrespective of
cost, bandwidth-aware approaches e.g., Iridium [58], would be preferable. On the other
hand, for applications that want to minimize operational cost, the cost-aware centralized
approach e.g., the four right-most cases in Figure 4.4, would be preferable. However,
most applications likely want to achieve cost and performance somewhere between these
two approaches.
Figure 4.5 shows extreme possibilities of two approaches in terms of cost, i.e., cost-
aware centralized for Min cost and bandwidth-aware for Best performance. Applications
cannot reduce cost below Min cost and cannot improve performance above Best perfor-
mance even by paying more than the Max cost that is associated with Best performance.
The figure also shows a tradeoff space between the two extremes. Our goal is to allow
applications to explore this tradeoff space by providing their desired tradeoff preference
(C pref), on the continuum between the two extreme cases.
To this end, we determine feasible cost boundaries or ranges i.e., Min cost and Max
cost, to estimate a target cost budget that corresponds to the desired cost-performance
tradeoff preference C pref . With estimated Min and Max costs, the target budget can
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Figure 4.5: Possible tradeoff space between two extremes (centralized and bandwidth-
aware approaches) in terms of cost.
be estimated as follows.
target budget = Min Cost+
C pref · (Max Cost−Min Cost)
(1)
For example, if Min cost ($100) and Max cost ($500) are estimated with given
inputs, and C pref is set to 0.5, $300 is used as a target budget. The Min cost can
be estimated with a task placement that minimizes cost without considering network
bandwidth (performance) and the Max cost can be estimated with a task placement
that minimizes query execution time without considering cost.
4.3.2 Task Placement Problem Formulation
Given a target budget, we formulate the task placement problem as a budget-constrained
optimization problem that outputs a desired task placement consisting of a list of tuples
{task, DC-location}. We use mixed integer programming (MIP) to optimally solve this
problem.
Inputs and Outputs
Table 4.4 shows the inputs to the our model. Note, the inputs, NB, T , and I are
continuously updated for each stage.
Tradeoff Preference: Applications need to provide their cost-performance tradeoff
preference, C pref . Applications can set it to 0 for minimized cost (cost-aware central-
ized approach), 1 for minimized latency (bandwidth-aware approach), or any number
between 0 and 1 to specify a cost-performance tradeoff preference. C pref will be con-
verted to the target cost budget that is used as a cost constraint. This is the only input
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Table 4.4: Inputs for task placement.
Input Description
C pref Desired cost preference (0 ∼ 1)
D Set of DCs
Cij Data transfer cost from DC i to DC j
NBij Network Bandwidth (MB/s) from DC i to DC j
T Set of Tasks
Iij Intermediate Data size for shuﬄe task i in DC j
that applications need to provide for task placement.
Data Transfer Cost: Data transfer cost information is available from cloud providers
web pages [81, 82] and is changed rarely (static in this work).
Network Bandwidth Information: The latest information for inter-DC bandwidth
(bytes/s) is estimated by executors running on each DC when they transfer data between
DCs.
Data Size for Shuﬄe Tasks: Input (intermediate) data size for all shuﬄe tasks stored
in each DC is required. This information is available from the MapOutputTracker in a
GDA.
Output: Given these inputs, we compute task placement consisting of set of pairs
({task, DC}). Output includes expected latency and network cost for each task. We
will show how these values are used by a scheduler to handle dynamics during query
execution in Section 4.4.2.
Optimization Problem Formulation
We solve three optimization problems to determine the task placement.
Determining the Target Budget: As shown in Equation 1, to determine the target
budget, we solve two sub-problems to get Min cost and Max cost. The following variable
and constraint (Equation 2) are used in this formulation:
∀i ∈ T, ∀j ∈ D : Aij
Aij are binary variables (0 or 1): if 1, task i is assigned to DC j.
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∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ D :
∑
i
Ati = 1 (2)
This is a constraint that a task can be assigned only to a single DC.
Min cost : The first sub-problem is to determine the lowest data transfer cost (lower
cost bound).
Objective: Minimize total data transfer cost.
∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ D :
∑
t
Ati · Itj · Cji (3)
We found that all tasks are assigned to a single DC to minimize cost in the task
placement by solving this sub-problem. The Min cost can be computed by using cost
information and data size of each DC.
Max cost : The second sub-problem is to determine the upper cost bound for the lowest
data transfer latency.
Objective: Minimize maximum data transfer latency.
∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ D : Max(
∑
tAti · Itj
NBji
) (4)
In Equation 4, we only consider the maximum data transfer latency between DCs
i.e., the main bottleneck, that determines overall latency (performance). With the task
placement for the minimized network latency (best performance), the upper-bound data
transfer cost (maximum cost) can be computed with given cost information. Finally,
we can determine the target budget with Min and Max cost with C pref as shown in
Equation 1.
Solving Task Placement with a Target Budget: Once the target budget is deter-
mined, we solve the minimum data transfer latency problem (Equation 4) again with a
target budget as a constraint.
Objective: Minimize maximum latency, Equation 4 with the following constraint:
∀t ∈ T, ∀i, j ∈ D :
∑
t
Ati · Itj · Cji <= target budget (5)
By solving Equation 4 with Equation 5 as a constraint, we minimize the highest data
transfer latency i.e., query execution time, given target budget.
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For the target budget, we provide a tool that uses Equations 3 and 4 for applica-
tions to estimate the cost boundaries i.e., Min cost and Max cost, by providing inputs
i.e., expected data size and locations before sending a query. Given cost boundaries,
applications can set the desired target cost budget directly without setting C pref .
4.4 Cost-aware Task Scheduling
In this Section, we will present how Kimchi uses cost-aware task placement to help
applications to tradeoff between cost and performance. We will also show how Kimchi
handles dynamics using a heuristic algorithm for cost-aware performance. Lastly, we will
present how Kimchi determines task placement by a cost-aware push-based mechanism
that utilizes WAN bandwidth efficiently.
4.4.1 Task Scheduling
When a shuﬄe stage is ready to be executed, Kimchi estimates a task placement for the
stage at query execution time (run-time) by solving a constrained MIP task placement
problem as explained in Section 4.3. Note, Kimchi can get the latest inputs including
exact intermediate data size and locations, due to a barrier synchronization. Once a task
placement is determined, the Kimchi scheduler starts scheduling tasks as determined
by the task placement optimization that meets cost-performance preferences. Note, we
only consider shuﬄe stages for cost-aware scheduling in this work and tasks of map
stages are scheduled using data locality-aware scheduling, e.g., Hadoop [59] and Spark
[13].
Algorithm 1 outlines how task placement is performed by the Kimchi scheduler.
The task scheduling function will be called repeatedly whenever the scheduler receives
a DC offer to execute one of the tasks in a stage (line 1). The scheduler finds a task
for the DC from the task placement list and assigns the task to the DC after checking
dynamics for the DC (line 2 ∼ 5). If dynamics are detected, the scheduler finds another
DC among the idle DCs for the task to avoid performance degradation (line 7). An idle
DC is defined as one for which there are no tasks remaining in the current stage (line
9). We will show how Kimchi detects and handles dynamics in the next section.
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Algorithm 1 Cost-aware Task Scheduling
1: procedure CostAwareScheduling(taskPlacement tp, dc d, adjustOption o, dcs
[] idle)
2: t id = DequeueTask (tp, d)
3: if t id >= 0 then
4: if CheckDynamics (tp, d, t id) == false then
5: ExecuteTask(t id, d)
6: else
7: AdjustTask(d, t id, o, idle)
8: else
9: idle += d
4.4.2 Cost-aware Task Adjustment
A static optimal task placement may be sub-optimal due to mis-estimated bandwidth
or may become sub-optimal due to dynamics that are common in a multi-cloud envi-
ronment [68, 71, 72], e.g., network contention and bandwidth changes. Since a sub-
optimal task placement can affect overall cost and performance, it needs to be handled.
While most GDA systems [55, 56, 57, 58, 65] ignored dynamics during query execution,
Tetrium [66] re-evaluated task placement to handle dynamics at run-time. However,
Tetrium may encounter a cost-bottleneck due to its cost-agnostic approach for handling
dynamics that may requires large data transfer. For performance, re-evaluating an op-
timal task placement can incur additional overhead, especially for large-scale jobs. In
addition, frequent re-evaluation may occur if dynamics are frequent and/or the sensi-
tivity trigger for re-evaluation is improperly tuned, leading to significant performance
overhead.
To avoid the cost-bottleneck and performance overhead of frequent re-evaluation,
Kimchi uses a heuristic algorithm that re-assigns tasks to other idle DCs in the pres-
ence of dynamics if doing so does not incur additional cost. The intuition behind this
heuristic is that dynamics will lead to congestion at one or more DCs, leaving others,
to complete their tasks much more quickly, and become idle. Kimchi utilizes these idle
DCs with an expectation that the latency for the task can be amortized by running
other tasks in parallel. That is, Kimchi tries to utilize bandwidth completely to im-
prove performance. Note, idle DCs are tracked by Algorithm 1 and treated as idle only
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Algorithm 2 Checking and Handling Dynamics
1: procedure CheckDynamics(taskPlacement tp, dc d, taskId t id)
2: curLat = GetLatForTask(t id, d)
3: expectedLat = tp[t id].expectedLat
4: if curLat > expectedLat + LatThreshold then
5: return true
6: return false
7: procedure AdjustTask(dc d, taskId t id, dcs [] idle, adjustOption o)
8: chosen d = d
9: candidates = []
10: for each idle d in idle do
11: if CompareLat(idle d, d, t id) <= 0 then
12: if o.always adjust tasks == false or
CompareCost(idle d, d, t id) <= 0 then
13: candidates += idle d
14: if candidates.size > 0 then
15: chosen d = Choose(candidates, t id, o.pref)
16: ExecuteTask(t id, chosen d)
within the current stage. To avoid additional cost by task adjustment, Kimchi adjusts
task placement such that they do not incur additional cost, i.e., cost-aware task adjust-
ment. For better performance, Kimchi offers a scheduling option always adjust tasks
that allows the scheduler adjusts tasks without cost-awareness, i.e., cost-agnostic task
adjustment.
Algorithm 2 outlines how Kimchi detects and handles sub-optimal task placement
due to dynamics. The Kimchi scheduler estimates a latency for a task using the latest
bandwidth information before it assigns the task to the designated DC (line 2). The
scheduler compares the estimated latency with the expected latency computed by the
optimizer as in Section 4.3.2. If the difference is larger than a threshold (LatThreshold),
Kimchi concludes that dynamics have occurred (lines 3 ∼ 5) and tries to assign the task
to another DC if doing so improves performance (line 7). To pick a new DC location
that best meets application preferences e.g., cost or performance, Kimchi traverses idle
DCs and executes the task on the chosen one. If no DC is chosen, the task can still be
assigned to the designated DC (lines 10 ∼ 16).
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A low LatThreshold value will trigger re-scheduling and additional scheduling over-
head to search for idle DCs. But this heuristic is fast and the search overhead is much
lower than re-evaluating global task placement, hence we set the threshold to a small
value (3 seconds by default). We will show how cost-aware task adjustment helps Kim-
chi remedy the sub-optimal task placement for better cost-aware performance in the
presence of dynamics in Section 4.6.3.
4.4.3 Cost-aware Push-based Shuﬄe
Previous works [64, 73, 74] showed that a push-based shuﬄe mechanism can improve
performance by pushing intermediate data in the background (asynchronously) in map
stages. These systems, however, may encounter a cost-bottleneck because they did
not consider data transfer cost heterogeneity to determine the target DCs to push
intermediate data.
To improve performance while avoiding the cost-bottleneck, Kimchi adapts the push-
based shuﬄe to use a cost-aware task placement. To push intermediate data, Kimchi
needs to determine child stages’ task placement in parent stages (including map stages)
with imperfect input data information. For example (Figure 4.2), TP 1 needs to be
evaluated before stages 0 and 1 start. To estimate intermediate data sizes, Kimchi relies
on input data information of all parent stages e.g., input information of stages 0 and 1,
with an assumption that intermediate data size is proportional to input data size at a
configurable rate (R), as done in previous works [57, 58, 64, 74]. While this assumption
may not always be accurate, this simple approach yields cost and performance ben-
efits as we will show in Section 4.6.4. With predicted intermediate data information
and other inputs, Kimchi can estimate task placement for a child stage, e.g., TP 1
for stages 0 and 1.
Algorithm 3 outlines how push-based shuﬄe works in Kimchi. Before Kimchi exe-
cutes a stage, Kimchi determines task placement for a child stage (line 2). If the stage
has a child stage, Kimchi checks if a task placement for a child stage is available (lines
10 ∼ 12). If there is no task placement for the child stage, Kimchi collects the MIP
inputs, i.e., expected intermediate data sizes, tradeoff preference, and others as before,
and runs the optimization (lines 13 and 14). Task placement for the child stage is stored
for later use (lines 6, 15, and 17). The tasks in given stage are scheduled based on stage
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Algorithm 3 Cost-aware Push-based Shuﬄe
1: procedure ExecuteStage(stage s)
2: c tp = GetChildStageTaskPlacement(s)
3: if s == MapStage then
4: LocalityAwarePushBasedScheduling(c tp)
5: else
6: tp = GetTaskPlacement(s)
7: CostAwarePushBasedScheduling(tp, c tp)
8: procedure GetChildStageTaskPlacement(stage s)
9: c tp = []
10: if hasChildStage(s) then
11: c s = getChildStage(s)
12: if IsTaskPlacementAvailable(c s) == false then
13: inputs = GetInputs(s, c s)
14: c tp = Evaluate(inputs)
15: SetTaskPlacement(c s, c tp)
16: else
17: c tp = GetTaskPlacement(c s)
18: return c tp
type, i.e., data locality-aware scheduling for map stages and cost-aware scheduling for
shuﬄe stages. In either case, the task placement for a child stage is used for pushing
intermediate data in parent stages (lines 3 ∼ 7). By using the push-based mechanism,
both cost reduction and better performance can be achieved. That is, the pushed inter-
mediate data can serve as a cache that prevents repetitive remote access to the same
intermediate data in a query, e.g., self-join.
Note, activating both the task adjustment (Section 4.4.2) and the push-based shuﬄe
mechanism can lead to cost inflation due to duplicated intermediate data transfer, i.e.,
intermediate data pushed may not be accessed if a task is re-assigned. In this work, we
adjust tasks only when the push-based shuﬄe is not activated to avoid cost inflation.
We plan to explore both options as future work for better cost-aware performance.
4.5 Prototype Implementation
We have implemented a Kimchi prototype on Apache Spark (2.2.1)[13]. Thus, applica-
tions can submit jobs through the same interfaces provided by Spark to benefit from
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Table 4.5: Kimchi (Spark) property examples
Property Name Description
spark.kimchi.taskScheduling Using Kimchi (True or False)
spark.kimchi.costPreference Desired cost preference (0 ∼ 1)
spark.kimchi.adjustTask Adjusting task placement (True or False)
spark.kimchi.pushShuﬄing Using push-based shuﬄe (True or False)
Kimchi without modification. Table 4.5 shows properties that applications can set to
utilize Kimchi easily.
In our prototype implementation, the task placement optimizer API is implemented
with Thrift [32], a remote procedure call framework. The optimizer is written in Python
(∼ 700 lines of code) and receives inputs in a JSON format [83]. Kimchi uses PuLP [50]
to model a task placement problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) and uses
CPLEX [51] to solve the optimization problem. The scheduler sends inputs via an API
for estimating an optimized task data placement.
For network bandwidth and cost information, we modified the executor to estimate
network bandwidth while it fetches data from other DCs and to track the number of
remote bytes read by each executor for each origin and destination. This aggregated
executor information is sent to the scheduler by piggybacking on heartbeat messages
and used as input to solve the placement problem. We also modified the executor to use
Wiera (Chapter 2), a geo-distributed policy driven storage system, to push and fetch
intermediate data as the Spark API does not fully support functions for the push-based
shuﬄe.
4.6 Evaluation
Experimental Setting: We deployed and evaluated Kimchi across 8 AWS regions (out-
bound network cost per GB): US East-Virginia ($0.02), US West-California ($0.02), EU
West-Ireland ($0.02), AP SE-Singapore ($0.09), AP SE-2-Sydney ($0.14), AP North-
Tokyo ($0.09), AP South-Mumbai ($0.086), and SA East-Sao Paulo ($0.16). We used
AWS t2.medium (2 vCPU cores and 4GB of RAM) for workers and AWS t2.large (2
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vCPU cores and 8GB of RAM) for both the Spark master and the Spark driver for job
submissions. For workload, we used TPC-DS [75] a standard decision support bench-
mark, and TeraSort [76] a standard sorting benchmark, to benchmark the performance
of GDA systems. For input data, 40GB data is evenly distributed and used for TPC-
DS queries that produce large intermediate data transfers in shuﬄe stages. We use
10GB input data for TeraSort. While 10GB is relatively small for a GDA, TeraSort
produces large intermediate data that is sufficient to show the availability of a richer
tradeoff space between cost and performance for different data distributions. We use
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [84] as an underlying storage system to
fetch input data. We use Wiera (Chapter 2) to push and fetch intermediate data only
when the push-based shuﬄe is activated (Section 4.6.4).
We use different baseline approaches: 1) data locality-aware (vanilla Spark), 2)
centralized (minimized network usage), and 3) bandwidth-aware, e.g., Iridium. The
centralized approach minimizes network usage without considering bandwidth and cost
heterogeneity in which the centralized DC is the one that has the largest portion of
intermediate data. The Iridium approach is equivalent to the C pref = 1 without
task adjustment, which does not consider data transfer cost but only heterogeneous
bandwidth for performance reasons.
All experimental results are an average of 10 runs, plotted with 95% confidence
intervals. The option to handle dynamics is deactivated if not mentioned for comparison
purpose.
Overhead of Solving The Task Placement Problem: Though MIP is not efficient,
the time for computing task placement has a negligible impact on the overall perfor-
mance as Kimchi can solve the optimization problem for each stage approximately in 2
seconds with t2.medium (2 vCPU 4 GB of RAM) for our experimental setting of 8 DC
locations.
4.6.1 Illustrating Cost-performance Tradeoff
In this section, we show the cost-performance tradeoff space in terms of cost and per-
formance with a varying number of DCs and their locations using a simple synthetic
workload e.g., wordcount and sort, that has 2 stages including 1 shuﬄe stage.
In this experiment, we use 4 different DC configurations: 1) 2 DCs in US East and
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Figure 4.6: The highest data transfer latency of tasks in a shuﬄe stage and data transfer
cost for each C pref and DC configuration. Values of Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b)
are normalized to C pref = 0 case and C pref = 1 case respectively.
SA East, 2) 4 DCs in US East, US West, AP SE-2, and SA East, 3) 6 DCs in US East,
US West, EU West, AP SE, AP SE-2, SA East, and 4) all 8 DCs. We assume that the
intermediate data is evenly distributed and use measured network bandwidth between
DCs.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the highest data transfer latency of tasks in the shuﬄe stage
(normalized to the maximum latency) for each DC configuration. Not surprisingly,
C pref = 0 case provides the highest latency (worst performance) and C pref = 1
case provides the lowest latency (best performance) for all configurations. Results show
that if C pref is increasing, the highest latency is decreasing and thus performance is
improving. While the latency decreases smoothly from C pref = 0.25 to C pref = 1,
C pref = 0 case shows steep latency increase as all data is sent to a single DC (or a few
DCs), i.e., network contention. The results show that Kimchi can control overall query
performance by adjusting the highest data transfer latency.
Figure 4.6(b) shows that cost is increased as C pref is increased, i.e., performance
improvement with additional cost. The results also show a trend that the available
cost reduction range decreases as the number of DCs increases. For example, DC 2
case has 77.5% cost reduction opportunity but DC 8 case only has 13.5%. This is
because the cost variance is getting smaller as the number of DCs increases in our
DC configurations i.e., 2 DCs case for the biggest cost variance and 8 DCs case for
the smallest cost variance, and we consider even data distribution. We predict even
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greater cost reduction opportunities with more complex cost policies e.g., both AWS
and Azure, but omitted for space reasons. We will show how data distribution can affect
cost reduction opportunities in Section 4.6.5.
Table 4.6: DCs to execute tasks and number of tasks for the
DCs with a 8 DCs configuration.
C pref DC selections (the number of tasks for the DC)
1
US East (1), US West (1), EU West (1), SA East (1), AP SE (1), AP SE-2 (1),
AP NE (1), AP South (1)
0.75 US West (1), AP SE (1), AP SE-2 (2), AP NE (2), AP South (1), SA East (1)
0.5 SA East (2), AP SE (2), AP SE-2 (2), AP NE (2)
0.25 SA East (3), AP SE (1), AP SE-2 (4)
0 SA East (8)
Table 4.6 shows which DCs are chosen for tasks for each C pref value with a 8 DCs
configuration. For example, Kimchi assigns tasks to all DCs if C pref is set to 1 and
all tasks are assigned to a single DC (SA East) if C pref is set to 0. From the table, we
can see that Tasks are assigned to DCs that have expensive outbound data transfer cost
to reduce cost for a small C pref value by avoiding data transfer out from those DCs.
For example, tasks are mainly assigned to SA East, AP SE, and AP SE-2 with small
C pref values.
Overall, these results show that Kimchi can determine task placement to meet a
desired cost-performance tradeoff by adjusting the highest data transfer latency, i.e.,
minimizing the highest data transfer latency (best performance) with a cost constraint.
4.6.2 Cost and Performance Comparison
In this experiment, we show the benefit of the cost-aware task placement for task
scheduling. We compare the query execution time and data transfer cost using dif-
ferent baseline approaches, data locality-aware (vanilla Spark), centralized (minimized
network usage), bandwidth-aware (Iridium), and our approach with varying C pref
(0 ∼ 1) for one of the TPC-DS queries (query 95), consisting of several shuﬄe stages
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Figure 4.7: Query latency, cost, and data transfer size comparisons. Costs are normal-
ized to the vanilla Spark case.
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with large intermediate data, i.e., a bandwidth-intensive workload. Note, the C pref
= 1 case is the Iridium approach as it considered only map stages for cost-performance
tradeoff. The C pref = 0 case can be considered another centralized approach as all
tasks are assigned to a single DC, but it considers cost heterogeneity, i.e., cost-aware
centralized.
Figure 4.7(a) shows the query execution time for the TPC-DS query. The results
show that the C pref = 1 case provides the best performance due to network bandwidth-
aware task placement. Figure 4.7(b) shows the cost comparison. Interestingly, the
C pref = 1 case provides slightly cheaper (5%) cost compared to the vanilla Spark case
even with better performance because Max cost is fixed as a cost constraint in C pref =
1, i.e., cost-aware scheduling in Kimchi. Note, we see a large performance variance from
the vanilla Spark case, but with higher cost, due to its data locality-aware schedul-
ing that does not work well in terms of both performance and cost in a multi-cloud
environment. The C pref = 0.5 case shows a 15% cost reduction without impacting
performance compared to the vanilla Spark case. For the centralized approaches both
minimized data transfer and the C pref = 0 case, the query latency steeply increases
due to network contention as a result of data being sent to a single centralized DC.
The C pref = 0 case reduces cost by 10% compared to the centralized approach due to
cost-aware scheduling. Lastly, the results show that the query latency decreases as cost
increases and this agrees with our results shown in Section 4.6.1.
Figure 4.7(c) shows data transfer size for each approach. Interestingly, we cannot
see any clear relationship with cost. However, the results clearly show that minimizing
data transfer size does not necessarily lead to cost reduction. That is, minimized network
usage does not provide the minimum cost among approaches even with the minimum
data transfer size. Instead, the C pref = 0 case provides the minimum cost among
the approaches even with the largest amount data transfer. In addition, the data size
difference between the C pref = 0 and centralized is only 2.5% but the cost difference is
21%. This confirms that the cost heterogeneity can significantly affect overall cost. The
vanilla Spark case shows a similar data transfer size to the minimized network approach
due to its data locality-awareness but with 10% more cost. These results agree with the
results in Section 4.2.2.
Overall, this experimental results shows that Kimchi can reduce query execution
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Figure 4.8: Cost and performance comparison by adjusting task placement. The per-
centage numbers show the performance improvement.
time without impacting cost compared to other approaches and can allow applications to
explore richer cost-performance tradeoff options.
4.6.3 Cost-aware Task Adjustment
As explained in Section 4.4.2, the task placement for a stage may be sub-optimal due
to mis-estimated bandwidth or become sub-optimal during query execution due to dy-
namics e.g., network contention and bandwidth fluctuation. In this section, we show
benefits of cost-aware task adjustment.
We use the same setting and environment used in Section 4.6.2, but we activate the
option to adjust task with cost-awareness to change task placement at query execution
time. With this option, tasks will be re-assigned only if doing so does not incur addi-
tional cost, i.e., cost-aware task adjustment. Additionally, we set always adjust tasks
option to be activated to allow the scheduler to re-assign tasks without a consideration
of cost for the C pref = 1 case, i.e., cost-agnostic task adjustment. To be responsive
to dynamics, we set the latency threshold explained in Section 4.4.2 to 1 second.
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Task Adjustment at Run-time
Figure 4.8 shows the cost and performance comparison with the results of Section 4.6.2
for each C pref value. In terms of performance, adjusting task placement helps to
reduce query execution time up to 19.6% compared to not adjusting task placement.
The results show that adjusting task placement improves performance for large C pref
values, e.g., 1 and 0.75. But it does not improve performance for small C pref values,
e.g., 0.25 and 0. This is because, tasks are assigned to a few specific DCs to minimize
cost with a small C pref value as shown in Section 4.6.1. Thus, the scheduler has
less opportunity to find DCs that offer the same or cheaper cost for re-assigning tasks.
For example, if C pref value is set to 0, tasks cannot be re-assigned even if there are
available (idle) DCs because none of DCs can provide cheaper cost.
For cost, little difference was observed because tasks are re-assigned only when
doing so does not incur additional cost, i.e., cost-aware task adjustment. However, for
the C pref = 1 case with cost-agnostic task adjustment, the cost increases by 5% for
6.2% performance improvement. This is because task re-assignment does not consider
cost but only network bandwidth, i.e., tasks are always re-assigned to idle DCs as long
as performance improvement is expected.
Comparison with baselines: The C pref = 1 with cost-agnostic task adjustment
case incurs similar cost to the vanilla Spark case but it provides 45% performance
improvement. The C pref = 0.75 case provides 70% performance improvement without
impacting cost compared to the centralized case. The C pref = 1 with cost-aware task
adjustment case improves performance by 13.4% without additional cost compared to
the static approach e.g., Iridium.
Handling Network Bandwidth Change
In this section, we show the benefit provided by Kimchi in the face of significant dynam-
ics during query execution. While the same experiment setting is used, we randomly
throttle one of the links between DCs (3 Mbit/s) using Linux Traffic Control [85] during
query execution. Note, we could observe lower network bandwidth than 3 Mbit/s during
our experiment even between AWS DCs, e.g., from SA East to AP SE-2.
Figure 4.9 shows the cost and performance comparison with a static approach (the
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Figure 4.9: Cost and performance comparison when one of DCs becomes a bottleneck.
For all cases, C pref is set to 1.
two left-most cases in the figure), e.g., Iridium, and our non-static approach, both
cost-aware and cost-agnostic task adjustments. In terms of performance, the figure
shows that the injected network throttling causes 41% additional latency in the static
approach as it does not consider dynamics during query execution. The cost-aware task
adjustment case shows that it can improve performance by 35% compared to static
approach in the presence of dynamics. In addition, the cost-agnostic task adjustment
case can further improve performance (40%) with additional cost. Interestingly, the
cost-aware case task adjustment provides better performance than the static approach
without dynamic. This is because Kimchi uses network efficiently by adjusting tasks as
shown in the previous experiment (Section 4.6.3).
For cost, the static approach shows a similar cost regardless of dynamics as expected.
That is, the tasks are assigned as specified in task placement even in the presence of
dynamics. The cost-aware case reduces cost by 2% compared to the static case. This is
because tasks are re-assigned to other DCs only when by doing so improves performance
without additional (or with less) cost in the cost-aware case. Cost-agnostic case improves
performance by 8% at 5% additional cost compared to the cost-aware case.
Results show that any single link that becomes a bottleneck during query execu-
tion can significantly affect overall performance, thus needs to be considered. Kimchi
can adjust task placement to handle dynamics e.g., network contention and network
fluctuation during query execution time to achieve better cost-aware performance.
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4.6.4 Cost-aware Push-based Shuﬄe
In this section, we show benefits of cost-aware push-based shuﬄe in terms of both cost
and performance as explained in Section 4.4.3. In this experiment, we use the same
setting and environment used in Section 4.6.2, but we set the push-based shuﬄe to be
activated. We set the R value explained in Section 4.4.3 to 0.8, e.g., 8GB intermediate
data will be given with 10GB input data. Kimchi estimates task placement of child
stages with this expected intermediate data size and locations before executing parent
stages.
Figure 4.10 shows the cost and performance comparison with the results of Sec-
tion 4.6.2 for each C pref value. In terms of performance, push-based shuﬄe reduces
query execution time by 9% ∼ 18.1%. The results show that we could get moderate
performance improvement even with a simple assumption (fixed R). We believe even fur-
ther performance improvement is possible with more precise estimation using historical
information and recent machine learning techniques.
For cost, we would expect to see similar cost regardless of using push-based or
barrier-based shuﬄe. Yet, the figure shows that the cost can be reduced by 2.5% ∼
10.9%. This is because the same intermediate data is accessed several times within
a query, e.g., self-join. By using a pushed-based mechanism, repetitive remote access
can be avoided, that leads to both cost reduction and performance improvement as
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Table 4.7: Data and cost saving by accessing local pushed
intermediate data.
C pref 1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0
Data Saving 192MB 249MB 257MB 290MB 379MB
Cost Saving 8.2% 10.9% 8.3% 6.7% 2.5%
presented in Section 4.4.3.
Table 4.7 shows data savings by accessing pushed intermediate data locally and
its corresponding cost saving. The table shows a trend that saved data transfer size
increases as C pref value approaches 0. This is because a small number of DCs are
chosen for shuﬄe stages with a small C pref value, and this leads to a greater amount
of intermediate data fetched remotely. The table also shows that more data saving
does not necessarily lead to more cost saving. This is because DCs chosen with a small
C pref value have greater opportunity to fetch data from DCs that have cheaper data
transfer cost.
Comparison with baselines: The result shows that the C pref = 0.5 with push-based
shuﬄe case reduces cost by 23.6% without impacting query performance compared to the
vanilla Spark case. The C pref = 0 case shows 14% cost reduction without impacting
performance compared to the centralized approach. The C pref = 1 with cost-aware
push case improves performance by 9% compared to the C pref = 1 without push case
with reduced cost (8%).
4.6.5 Impact of Varying Data Distribution
In this section, we show the tradeoffs between cost and performance based on different
data distributions of intermediate data. We use the same setting and environment as
in previous sections. For simplicity, we use TeraSort to clearly show the tradeoffs for
a single shuﬄe stage. For input data, we use 10GB and we distribute data in three
different ways: 1) even distribution, 2) 1/3 data stored in US East and 2/3 data evenly
distributed in the rest of DCs, and 3) 1/3 data stored in SA East and 2/3 data evenly
distributed in the rest of DCs. Note, US East has the cheapest data transfer cost
($0.02/GB) while SA East has the most expensive data transfer cost ($0.16/GB).
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Figure 4.11: The lowest and highest latencies and cost for each latency with varying
data distribution.
Figure 4.11(a) shows the lowest latency (C pref = 1 with a cost-agnostic task ad-
justment case) and the highest latency (C pref = 0 case), and Figure 4.11(b) shows
corresponding cost for each latency with different data distribution. Note, we could see
similar pattern of results shown in TPC-DS with different C pref values and options
in this experiment, but omitted for space reasons. For the first case (even distribution),
we can see 78.5% performance improvement (lowest latency/highest latency) and 15%
cost reduction (lowest cost/highest cost) opportunities and this agrees with our results
shown in Section 4.6.1. For the second case (1/3 input data in US East), skewed data
increases the highest latency significantly, which opens up a 83.2% performance im-
provement opportunity without reducing the cost reduction opportunity (15%). This is
because a large portion of intermediate data in US-East ($0.02/GB) needs to be sent
to another centralized DC that has a more expensive network cost, to minimize cost
due to data transfer cost heterogeneity. In this case, applications may be willing to
spend additional cost for greater performance improvement compared to an even data
distribution. For the last case (1/3 input data in SA East), skewed data increases cost
reduction opportunities (50%) with similar performance improvement opportunities as
the even distribution. This is because a large portion of intermediate data in SA East
($0.16/GB) needs to be migrated to other DCs to improve performance, which causes
a cost increase. In this case, applications may be willing to bear additional latency for
more cost reduction compared to other cases.
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The results show that different data distributions open up a diverse tradeoff land-
scape and thus a GDA should consider the nature of the data distribution in order to
meet desired tradeoff preferences.
4.7 Related Work
Geo-distributed Data Analytics: To overcome the limitation of the WAN, numer-
ous approaches have been proposed [55, 56, 57, 58, 65, 66] that attempt to minimize
network usage and deal with heterogeneous network bandwidth for reduced query exe-
cution time. Another set of previous works [64, 73, 74] have introduced the push-based
shuﬄe to reduce query latency. While recent works [67, 68] showed that the cost of
WAN bandwidth makes up a significant fraction of the overall cost, no existing GDA
considered heterogeneous data transfer cost. To the best of our knowledge, Kimchi is
the first GDA that considers heterogeneous data transfer cost to avoid a cost-bottleneck
in a multi-cloud environment.
Tradeoff between Cost and Performance: Recent GDA systems [58, 66] offered a
knob with which applications can tradeoff the WAN usage and query latency, similar
to C pref in Kimchi. These systems, however, may not achieve desired tradeoff due to
the cost-agnostic approach, i.e., reduced data transfer size does not necessarily lead to
reduced data transfer cost as we have shown throughout this chapter.
Handling Dynamics: Most GDA systems [55, 56, 57, 58, 65] do not handle dynamics
during query execution. While Tetrium [66] considered dynamics, it can encounter
cost- and performance-bottlenecks due to the cost-agnostic approach and the overhead
of re-evaluating global task placement. While Kimchi adjusts tasks that are pending to
handle dynamics, tasks are running in bottleneck DCs can be detected and re-assigned
to other DCs as done in Lube [86].
Multi-Stage Jobs: For multi-stage jobs, we adopt a greedy approach to find optimized
task placement independently for each stage due to non-convex optimization [55, 58, 66].
We plan to use historical information, e.g., intermediate data, reduction rate, type of
operators for estimating the global solution for jobs. This approach would be highly
efficient if queries are recurring as assumed in other works [56, 58, 77, 87].
Computing Resources: In this work, Kimchi focuses on exploring the tradeoff space
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given computing resources (VM instances) deployed by other resource configurations
systems [88, 89, 90]. That is, our work is complementary to these works. Tetrium [66]
considered computing resources heterogeneity but monetary cost. We plan to extend
Kimchi to consider computing resources and cost.
Rearrange Input (Intermediate) Data: Previous works [57, 58, 91] proposed to
reduce query latency by re-arranging input data before query execution. This is com-
plementary to our approach. For network cost, migrating input data may significant
inflate overall cost if input data is bigger than intermediate data. We plan to re-arrange
input and intermediate data for exploring a richer cost-performance tradeoff space.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we show that data transfer cost can significantly affect overall opera-
tional cost for geo-distributed data analytics (GDA), and thus should be considered. We
present Kimchi, a GDA system that determines task placement with a consideration of
data transfer cost, network bandwidth, data size and locations, and applications’ desired
cost-performance preference. Kimchi improves query performance without additional
cost by a cost-aware task placement, a cost-aware task adjustment, and a cost-aware
push-based mechanism. Experimental results on AWS show that Kimchi enables ap-
plications to reduce cost without impacting performance, improve performance without
impacting cost, and enables the user to explore a richer cost-performance tradeoff space
given different data distributions in a multi-cloud environment.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
Many recent Internet services and applications e.g., AirBnB, Nexflix, and Uber, rely
on diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources in a multi-cloud environment to serve
their geographically distributed users around the globe while achieving their needs e.g.,
less capital expenditure, easy maintenance, flexibility and so on. Exploiting such cloud
resources in a multi-cloud environment can bring many opportunities e.g., simpler con-
sistency policies, better performance, higher availability, and reduced cost, to applica-
tions. However, there are several challenges—complexities from diverse and heteroge-
neous cloud resources, burdens for application developers to implement numerous data
and task placement policies, dynamics from infrastructure and users, and difficulties
for determining optimized solutions (e.g., data and task placement)—that applications
must overcome to get benefits from the environment.
In this thesis, we presented our novel and usable systems that 1) address the chal-
lenges, 2) realize the opportunities, and 3) help applications to achieve desired goals
easily in a multi-cloud environment.
5.1 Policy-driven Storage System
Accessing heterogeneous storage options i.e., storage tiers and DC locations, introduces
significant complexities to Internet applications because each option has different inter-
faces, different data models, and pricing policies. In addition, it can be burdensome
to specify and program data placement policies to manage data across the different
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storage options based on applications’ desired metric(s) e.g., desired consistency model,
SLA, degree of fault tolerance, desired cost and so on. This is further complicated by
the dynamics from 1) cloud infrastructures (network): cloud providers do not guaran-
tee consistent performance over time and 2) applications: users access patterns and
locations keep changing. Thus, static decisions or policies may not be effective.
To address these challenges, we introduced Wiera, an integrated geo-distributed
cloud storage system that runs across multiple storage tiers, multiple DCs, and mul-
tiple cloud providers, to exploit storage options available to the application and user.
Wiera provides a flexible storage policy framework which allows applications to exploit
diversity of storage options for optimizing across a wide array of metrics such as perfor-
mance, cost, durability, reliability, in the face of network and application dynamics. We
also presented several policy examples that show how easily data placement policies can
be specified. We evaluated Wiera with given policy examples and the results indicated
that metrics such as reduced cost and higher performance are obtainable by exploiting
the larger set of storage options. Lastly, the benefits can be obtained with minimal
impact to existing applications as demonstrated by the unmodified RUBiS application.
5.2 Automated Data Placement System
While exploiting multiple storage options in a multi-cloud environment can offer several
benefits, a key problem left in that environment is data placement : determining storage
options to place data replicas on. Though many previous works considered the problem
of data placement in a geo-distributed cloud environment, they only considered DC
locations but not storage tiers which can have a significant impact on metrics such
as storage cost and performance. In addition, previous works are limited to handling
long-term dynamics (from hours to weeks) such as changes in data access patterns and
locations, by recomputing optimal data placement. Thus, short-term dynamics (from
seconds to minutes) such as transient failures or overloads, cannot be handled.
To address these challenges, we introduced TripS (Storage Switch System), a sys-
tem that determines the data placement automatically in a multi-cloud environment.
We designed TripS to be lightweight so that it can be used with any storage system
running in that environment. TripS considers both storage tiers and DC locations to
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minimize overall cost while satisfying applications’ goals and constraints. TripS mod-
els and solves the data placement problem as a constrained optimization problem with
mixed integer programming (MIP) with given inputs from an underlying storage sys-
tem. We introduced the new notion of Target Locale List (TLL) to handle short-term
dynamics proactively without the need to reevaluate data placement decisions. We
evaluated the TripS prototype on Wiera in Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure and the
results indicated TripS helps applications 1) to lower overall cost by exploiting both
multiple storage tiers and DC locations, and 2) to significantly reduce SLA violations
by handling long- and short-term dynamics with minimal cost. We also showed that a
web application (Retwis) can get the benefits of TripS with minimal modification.
5.3 Network Cost-aware Geo-distributed Data Analytics
System
Finally, we addressed data analytics applications in a multi-cloud environment in which
WAN bandwidth is a significant performance bottleneck. Geo-distributed data analyt-
ics (GDA) has become a popular method for mining valuable information from globally
distributed data generated by users and systems. While many previous GDA systems
have focused on improving query performance by efficiently managing the network per-
formance bottleneck that is inter-DC bandwidth, these systems, unfortunately, may
encounter a cost bottleneck because they have not considered the data transfer cost ($),
one of the most expensive and heterogeneous resources in a multi-cloud environment.
We found that minimizing WAN traffic does not necessarily lead to reduced data trans-
fer cost due to the heterogeneous outbound data transfer cost that opens up a richer
tradeoff space between monetary cost and query execution time.
To explore the tradeoff space, we have designed and implemented Kimchi, a network
cost-aware GDA system for data analytics applications to meet cost-performance trade-
off preferences by considering data transfer cost, network bandwidth, data size and a
desired tradeoff preference. A Kimchi prototype has been implemented on Spark and our
experiments show that it reduces cost ($) 14% ∼ 24% without impacting performance
and reduces query execution time by 45% ∼ 70% without impacting cost compared
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to other baseline approaches (centralized and vanilla Spark). More importantly, Kim-
chi allows applications to explore a much richer cost-performance tradeoff space in a
multi-cloud environment.
Chapter 6
Future Research Directions
While we have mainly focused on heterogeneous storage and network cloud resources in
previous chapters, heterogeneous compute resources and costs are also important and
are open problems worthy of future research. Here we briefly describe several possible
research directions.
6.1 Geo-distributed Data Analytics with Multiple Resources
Many previous geo-distributed data analytics (GDA) systems mainly focused on het-
erogeneous WAN bandwidth1 capacities to improve query performance with two as-
sumptions: 1) GDA systems are running on multiple centralized clouds where compute
capacities at sites are infinite and thus are not a performance bottleneck and 2) GDA
applications have bandwidth-intensive workloads and thus data transfer time via WAN
is dominant to overall performance (query execution time).
However, a newly emerging cloud infrastructure called edge cloud, invalidates the
first assumption because edge clouds may have limited compute capacity compared to
centralized clouds, while being more distributed to provide greater locality to applica-
tions. In addition, applications may use limited compute capacities even at centralized
clouds due to a cost budget constraint. Thus, if compute capacity at each site is finite
or limited, the compute resource may become a performance bottleneck.
For workloads, some GDA applications run iterative algorithms such as PageRank,
1 In this chapter, we use the term bandwidth to refer network bandwidth unless mentioned.
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Connected Components, and Machine Learning, that require much more compute ca-
pacities i.e., compute-intensive workload, and thus the second assumption may also not
always be “true”. Thus, GDA systems must consider not only heterogeneous WAN
bandwidth capacities but also heterogeneous compute capacities to improve query per-
formance as done in the recent work, Tetrium [66]. That is, Tetrium uses bandwidth
and compute capacities-aware approach to improve query performance.
Table 6.1: AWS heterogeneous compute cost per hour (Snow-
ball provides VM instances in Edge cloud)
Locations
Compute Centralized Edge
c5.xlarge t3.2xlarge g3s.xlarge Lambda Lambda Snowball
4 CPUs
8GiB
8 CPUs
32GiB
4 & 1 GPU
30.5GiB
128MiB
∼ 2GiB
128MiB
∼ 2GiB
-
US East $0.17 $0.3328 $0.75
$0.0075
∼ $0.12
$0.0225
∼ $0.36
$2.08
SA $0.262 $0.5376 N/A
$0.0075
∼ $0.12
$0.0225
∼ $0.36
$5
Asia NE $0.214 $0.4352 $1.04
$0.0075
∼ $0.12
$0.0225
∼ $0.36
$3.33
While the bandwidth and compute capacities-aware approach can improve query
performance, applications may encounter a cost bottleneck if heterogeneous network
costs are not considered as shown in Chapter 4. That is, large intermediate data needs
to be shuﬄed in reduce stages and the network cost-agnostic approach can increase data
transfer cost significantly. Unfortunately, even more additional costs may be incurred
because input data also needs to be migrated in map stages with the compute capacity-
aware approach to improve performance.
The compute capacity-aware approach may deal with a compute-intensive workload
very well. Applications that have compute-intensive workloads, however, may encounter
another cost bottleneck if heterogeneous compute costs is not considered. Like heteroge-
neous data transfer cost, cloud providers offer very different pricing policies for compute
resources based on DC locations and types, e.g., CPU and/or GPU within VM instances
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and serverless computing. Table 6.1 shows some heterogeneous compute resources and
their costs in AWS DC locations. Note, as of June 2019, AWS offers 168 VM instance
types in the US East region alone with different pricing policies based on compute ca-
pacities i.e., number of CPU and GPU, and memory sizes. This table clearly shows
that applications have numerous compute resource options, e.g., VM instance types
(c5.xlarge or g3s.xlarge for GPU), compute resource types (vm instance or serverless),
and geo-graphical locations (centralized or edge), to choose from based on needs. The
table shows that each compute resource has very different pricing policies e.g., compute
resources in edge clouds are very expensive compared to compute resources in cen-
tralized clouds, that opens another greater cost-performance tradeoff space along with
heterogeneous data transfer cost shown in Kimchi (Chapter 4). Since compute time can
be dominant in overall job execution time in compute-intensive workloads, GDA sys-
tems must consider heterogeneous compute capacities and their costs for applications to
achieve desired cost-performance tradeoff preferences. The next section will show how
heterogeneous data transfer and compute resource costs can affect overall cost for GDA
applications with bandwidth-intensive and compute-intensive workloads.
6.2 Illustrative Example
In this section, we illustrate how heterogeneous data transfer and compute costs can
impact previous approaches by discussing an example. To this end, let’s consider an
application executing a query on three sites as shown in Table 6.2. Note, this example is
used in Tetrium [66] and we use it for comparison purposes. Let’s assume a bandwidth-
intensive workload first in which each compute slot can handle 100MB of data in 2
seconds and 1 second for map and reduce tasks respectively, and the size of intermediate
data is halved from the size of input data.
The following are the performance and cost comparisons between two state-of-the-
art approaches.
• Bandwidth capacity-aware: Many previous works e.g., Iridium [58], focused on
heterogeneous bandwidth capacities to improve performance. That is, the numbers
of compute slots at each site are not considered but only bandwidth. With an as-
sumption that there is infinite compute capacities at each site, input data is processed
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Table 6.2: 3 Sites example.
Site A Site B Site C
Number of Compute Slots 40 10 20
Input Data 20GB 30GB 50GB
Uplink Bandwidth 5GB/s 1GB/s 2GB/s
Downlink Bandwidth 5GB/s 1GB/s 5GB/s
in-situ. However, if compute capacities are finite, as shown in Table 6.2, site B will
become a performance bottleneck (60 seconds for map stage) due to lack of compute
slots (10) and large input data size (30GB). This will result in 60 seconds to finish
the map stage. In shuﬄe stages, intermediate data at each site (site A: 10GB, site B:
15GB, site C: 25GB) will be shuﬄed based on bandwidth capacities (10.5 seconds)
and reduced with given compute slots at each site (18 seconds).
• Bandwidth and compute capacities-aware: Recent work [66] focused on hetero-
geneous bandwidth and compute capacities to improve performance. In this approach,
input data needs to be migrated based on compute slots and bandwidth capacities.
This will result in input data migration from site B (15.7 GB) and C (21.4GB) to site
A to avoid the performance bottleneck from lack of compute slots at site B and A. In-
put data migration requires additional data transfer time (15.7 seconds from 0 second)
but reduces compute time a lot (30 seconds from 60 seconds) in map stages compared
to the bandwidth capacity-aware approach. The intermediate data are shuﬄed (6.13
seconds) and reduced (8 seconds) in shuﬄe stages based on given compute slots and
bandwidth capacities.
Table 6.3: Summary for two approaches
Map stage Reduce stage Total
Bandwidth capacity-aware 60 secs 28 secs 88 secs
Bandwidth and compute capacities-aware 45.7 secs 14.14 secs 59.84 secs
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Figure 6.1: Cost comparison between the bandwidth capacity-aware approach (left) and
the bandwidth and compute capacities-aware approach (right) for bandwidth-intensive
workload. The percentage numbers show the cost increase for the bandwidth and com-
pute capacities-aware approach compared to the bandwidth capacity-aware approach.
Table 6.3 shows the performance comparison between two approaches. The result
obviously shows that considering heterogeneities of bandwidth and compute capacities
can improve overall performance. That is, the bandwidth and compute capacities-aware
approach reduces query execution time 33% compared to the bandwidth capacity-aware
approach. Unfortunately, these approaches have not considered heterogeneous data
transfer costs (Table 4.1) and thus applications may see inflated overall cost as shown
previously in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.1 shows the cost comparison when we apply varying combinations of site
locations to the example (Table 6.2) for each approach. Note, the left bars show costs
for the bandwidth capacity-aware approach and right bars show costs for the bandwidth
and compute capacities-aware approach. We use inter-AWS data transfer and compute
(t3.3xlarge case) costs shown in Tables 4.1 and 6.1 respectively with an assumption
that the application uses AWS for simplicity. The figure shows that the bandwidth and
compute capacities-aware approach can incur additional cost (up to 2.57X) based on site
locations and thus it may result in a cost bottleneck and open a greater cost-performance
tradeoff space.
While compute cost is included in Figure 6.1, it has a negligible portion of overall
cost because the result is derived with a bandwidth-intensive workload in which compute
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Figure 6.2: Cost comparison between the bandwidth capacity-aware approach (left) and
the bandwidth and compute capacities-aware approach (right) for compute-intensive
workload. The percentage numbers show the cost increase for the bandwidth and com-
pute capacities-aware approach compared to the bandwidth capacity-aware approach.
time for map and reduce is very small (2 seconds for map task and 1 second for reduce
task). So if the compute time increases significantly i.e., a compute-intensive workload,
the portion of compute cost would also increase. Let’s consider an iterative query using
the PageRank algorithm with 3 iterations as an example of a compute-intensive workload
in which map stages require 200 seconds and reduce stages require 100 seconds. Note,
these values are estimated based on previous work [92]. In the query, there will be only
one map stage that represents data structures for graphs and ranks by reading data
from underlying storage system (HDFS) and there will be three reduce stages for the
3 iterations. For heterogeneous compute cost, we assume that site A is an edge cloud
with more expensive compute resources (up to 3X) compared to other sites as shown in
table 6.1.
Figure 6.2 shows the cost comparison between approaches when we apply these new
values to the example (Table 6.2). Note, the left bars show costs for the bandwidth
capacity-aware approach and right bars show costs for the bandwidth and compute
capacities-aware approach. The result clearly shows that compute cost has a larger
portion of overall cost compared to a bandwidth-intensive workload (Figure 6.1) while
there is not much difference for network cost. The result also shows that compute cost
varies based on site configurations, i.e., more compute cost is incurred when site A is in
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the US (two left-most cases) region. While Figure 6.1 shows that the bandwidth and
cost-aware approach always increases overall cost, interestingly, the result shows that
performance improvement and cost reduction can be achieved with the bandwidth and
compute capacities-aware approach, i.e., (Asia, SA, US) and (SA, Asia, US) cases. This
result clearly shows that considering heterogeneous compute cost opens another greater
cost-performance tradeoff space along with data transfer cost for GDA applications
and thus GDA systems must consider all heterogeneous cloud resources together for
applications to achieve their goals.
6.3 Our System Design and Challenges
Having shown the potential opportunity of a greater cost-performance space for geo-
distributed analytics (GDA) applications in a multi-cloud environment, we now present
our system design vision and research challenges to realizing a practical deployment.
6.3.1 System Vision
As we have shown, considering diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources capacities and
costs would open a greater cost-performance tradeoff space. We envision a GDA system
that exploits such diverse and heterogeneous cloud resources e.g., compute resources:
VM instances (with GPU) and serverless services (e.g., AWS Lambda and Lambda
Edge), and their monetary costs for GDA applications to explore a richer tradeoff space
easily by specifying desired tradeoff preferences, as we have done in Kimchi (Chapter
4).
For optimal task placement, the compute capacity-aware approach considers static
heterogeneous compute capacities i.e., available CPU slots at each site, to avoid a com-
pute capacity bottleneck by sending input data to other sites, that can incur significant
additional data transfer cost. Instead, we consider adaptive compute capacities to avoid
the bottleneck while handling jobs. That is, if the given compute capacity at a site
is likely to become a performance bottleneck for jobs, a GDA system may use ad-
ditional compute capacities e.g., spawning new VM instances in centralized cloud or
using serverless computing services such as AWS Lambda Edge in an edge cloud, to
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avoid the performance bottleneck at the site instead of migrating input data. Like-
wise, when the compute resources are not (or are less) utilized, the resources may be
revoked to save cost. While this adaptive approach would lead to better performance
(reduced query execution time) in a cost efficient way that meets applications’ goals, it
also introduces many challenges that need to be overcome to realize the benefits as we
will discuss in the next section. Note, the adaptive approach may not work well in an
edge cloud that has limited compute resources but that limitation will be automatically
handled by cloud providers using multiple edge cloud locations, e.g., AWS has 187 edge
locations around the globe and 7 edges locations within Chicago alone as of June 2019.
In the case when additional compute resources are not available in an edge cloud, the
tasks may be oﬄoaded to the closest centralized cloud location if doing so can help
applications to achieve their goals. In the next section, we present possible challenges
to the design and implementation of the systems we envisioned.
6.3.2 Challenges
Designing and building adaptive GDA systems that consider diverse and heterogeneous
cloud resources are challenging due to several reasons.
• Determining Optimal Task Placement: To determine optimal task placement
decisions for GDA applications, many factors that affect task placement must be con-
sidered: 1) applications’ tradeoff preferences, 2) the cost of cloud resources, 3) cloud
resource capacities, 4) overall data sizes for queries, and 5) expected workloads, e.g.,
bandwidth-intensive or compute-intensive (or both). Considering all these factors will
bring significant complexities for GDA systems to determine global optimal solutions.
• Predicting Workloads and Execution Times of Jobs: To determine optimal
task placement and manage cloud resources adaptively during query executions, GDA
applications should be able to predict workloads and execution times of jobs. This is
because optimal task placement decisions and required cloud resources will be deter-
mined based on workloads of jobs and their execution times. While many previous
works [88, 89, 90] focused on automatic prediction of the performance of a target
application to select the right cloud configuration, these systems have not considered
the possibility of sharing cloud resources among jobs and the adaptability of cloud
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resources during query execution. That is, each job will have independent and static
cloud resources during query execution. This independent and static approach may
miss out on sharing cloud resources that can reduce cost by using resources in a more
efficient way, and may result in poor performance if any dynamics e.g., network delay
and variation of compute performance, occur during query execution.
• Determining Optimal Cloud Configuration: Even if the GDA systems could
predict expected workloads and execution times of jobs, determining optimal cloud
configurations for jobs is still challenging because the possible combinations of re-
sources will increase significantly as we consider diverse and heterogeneous cloud
resources. That is, applications must choose from a variety of VM instances (or
serverless compute) to determine the right number of CPU cores and memory, the
number of VMs, and their network bandwidth. Note, AWS offers 168 VM instance
types in the US East region alone as of June 2019.
• Designing for Hybrid Compute Resource Model and Implementation: In
our system design, different compute resources e.g., VM instances and serverless,
need to be chosen automatically and used together for handling jobs. This will bring
significant complexities to GDA systems because compute resources have different
characteristics such as different interfaces and provisioning times. In addition, while
a serverless compute service provides an easy way to run code without deploying VM
instances, it has several limitations, e.g., memory size, deployment package (program)
size, and execution time. Recent work [93] shows that significant effort is required
to use serverless compute resources in GDA systems. To maximize benefits, GDA
systems need to think carefully about the design for addressing these complexities
and managing heterogeneous compute resources in an efficient way.
• Handling Dynamics: As many previous works [64, 94, 95, 96] showed, cloud
providers do not guarantee consistent performance over time for their cloud resources.
Thus, WAN bandwidth fluctuation or compute performance variation may occur after
the optimal solutions e.g., cloud resource configurations and task placement decision,
are determined. One simple, possible solution to handle such dynamics could be mon-
itoring tasks’ status to detect tasks running within bottleneck resources as done in
the recent work, Lube [86]. This allows GDA systems to cancel the delayed tasks and
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reassign them to other sites (or nodes) to avoid performance bottlenecks.
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